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ABSTRACT
This  qualitative  study  was  undertaken  to explore  important
concepts  in the formation  of a model  for  White  Cultural  Healing  based  on
American  Indian,  African  American  and European  American  cultural
healing  traditions.  Eight  individuals  selected  based  on their  cultura[
awareness  and understanding  of the healing  process.  Two  identify  as
African  American,  two as American  Indian  and  the remaining  four  as
European  American.  They  were  interviewed  regarding  their  knowledge
and  experience  of the  cultural  trauma  in the background  of their  people
and  their  traditional  ways  of healing.  The  content  of the interviews  was
coded  and analyzed  thematically.  The  model  for  White  Cultural  Healing
informed  by the  findings  includes  remembering  ancestral  trauma  and
lifetime  trauma,  mourning,  reconnecting  culturally  and  spiritually,
connecting  to those  of other  cultural  backgrounds  and  working  for  justice.
The  findings  are significant  for  anyone  involved  in intercultural  and
interracial  exchanges.  For  European  Americans,  healing  our  own
intergenerational  and  cultural  wounds  and gaining  a stronger  sense  of
ethnic/cultural  identity  can only  serve  to increase  our  cross-cultural
understanding  and  decrease  the  fear  behind  racism  and oppression.
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CHAPTER  l: INTRODUCTION
Statement  of Problem/Objective
There  is a problem  in White  America.  Our  collective  history,  both  in
Europe  and  on this  continent,  has left us traumatized.  Dealing  with  the
collective  psychological  effects  of war,  famine,  economic  disadvantage,
religious  persecution  and  many  other  events  and  conditions  in Europe
inflicted  collective  wounds  that  often  have  not healed.  The  immigration
experience,  the  ethnic/cultural  cutoff,  being  uprooted,  the  shame  and  guilt
of our  collective  sins  of violence  and  oppression  towards  our  'racial
others;'  all of these  have  contributed  to the  current  state  of White  America.
Rose  says,
Collective  pride,  which  is a form  of self-nourishing,  group  self-love,
is an emotion  many  white  people  find  elusive...in  its place  they
often  feel  collective  shame,  Or they  feel  detached.  Whites  easily
identify  themselves  as individuals,  but not as members  of a group.
They  may  take  healthy  pride  in their  personal  strengths  and
accomplishments  but, when  it comes  to recognizing  a collective
supportive  cultural  or ethnic  foundation,  they  seem  to be standing  in
quicksand  to the waist...l  believe  those  who  seek  to understand
another  group's  collective  experience,  but  cannot  make  the  shift
into an understanding  of collective  pride  in their  own  group,  operate
from  an irresolute  position  in any  cross-cultural  exchange  (1996,  p.
43).
This  study  is of great  importance  to racial/ethnic  relations  and  well-
being  in this  country.  As our  histories  have  become  entwined,  it is more
and more  evident  that  our  healing  also  will  also  take  place  in the  context  of
that  racial  and  historical  connection.  Arminio  (2001  ) says  "Eliminating
racism  will require  Whites  to connect  with  their  race,  to make  meaning  of
that  connection  by understanding  the  accompanying  emotions,  and  to
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move  on to take  positive  actions"  (p. 239-240).  This  study  will  explore,
through  the  literature  and  through  the  interviews,  the  need  for  White
Cultural  Healing.  It will  then  draw  on the  strengths  of the  cultural  healing
traditions  of American  Indian  and  African  American  people  as a source  of
wisdom  in developing  a model  for  White  cultural  healing.
Purpose  of Research
The  purpose  of this  research  is to discuss  and  address  the
collective  healing  needs  of European  Americans.  These  have  been
outlined  above  and  in the  literature  review  as a loss  of cultural/group
identity  and  pride,  feelings  of shame  and  guilt,  a loss  of sensitivity  and
humanity,  and  for  many  European  American  specific  ethnic  groups,
historical  trauma.  By  addressing  the  needs  for  healing  and  a restoration
of a positive  collective  identity,  European  Americans  will  be better  able  to
interact  with  those  of other  racial/cultural  groups  and  work  towards  racial
equality.
Research  Question
This  study  is focused  on developing  a model  of White  Cultural
Healing.  Since  this  concept  is virtually  absent  from  the  literature,  it was
decided  to invite  the  knowledge  and  understanding  of individuals  and
groups  who  are  familiar  with  the  concepts  of cultural  healing  and  trauma
from  their  own  cultural  group  experience  to contribute  ideas.  Pope-Davis
and  Ottavi  (1994)  say,  "it  may  be time  for  Whites  to explore  their  own
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cultural  identity...perhaps  there  is much  that  can  be learned  from  those
ethnic  groups  that  have  had  many  years  of experience  in developing  and
understanding  cultural  and  racial  identity  and  seeing  it as a form  of
strength"  (p. 296).  Therefore,  the  research  question  is: What  Teachings
(components)  from  American  Indian,  African  American  and  European
American  cultural  healing  traditions  can  inform  the  development  of a
model  for  White  Cultural  Healing?
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CHAPTER  II: REVIEW  OF  THE  LITERATURE
There  is a wide  range  of literature  that  is relevant  to this  study.
Arguably,  anything  about  the  history  and  dynamics/psychology  of race  and
oppression,  the  historical  and  current  experience  of Africans,  African
Americans,  American  Indians,  Europeans  and  European  Americans  (or
'Whites')  is relevant.  In addition,  literature  about  trauma,  PTSD,
multigenerational  legacies  of trauma,  and  healing  from  trauma  is relevant.
Literature  on traditional/culture-specific  methods  of healing  from  various
perspectives  is certainly  relevant.  Given  the  magnitude  of applicable
literature,  the  researcher  will  attempt  to group  and  briefly  summarize  the
available  literature  in these  areas.
Theoretical  Framework
In his 1913  work,  Freud  lays  the  groundwork  for  future  thought
around  the  intergenerational  transmission  of trauma.  He says,
We  may  safely  assume  that  no generation  is able  to conceal  any  of
its more  important  mental  processes  from  its successor.  For
psychoanalysis  has  shown  us that  everyone  possesses  in his
unconscious  mental  activity  an apparatus  which  enables  him  to
interpret  other  people's  reactions,  that  is, to undo  the  distortions
which  other  people  have  imposed  on the  expression  of their
feelings  (p. 159).
Two  more  recent  theorists  of the  multigenerational  transmission  of
trauma  emerge  as being  particularly  relevant  to this  study.
Multiqenerational  Trauma
A central  operating  theory  in this  thesis  is that  of multigenerational
trauma.  Yael  Danieli  (1998),  notes  that  observations  of multigenerational
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trauma  entered  the  literature  in 1966  as children  of Holocaust  survivors
sought  treatment.  Since  then,  this  pattern  has  been  observed  in children
of war  veterans,  war  survivors,  refugees,  victims  of repressive  regimes,
victims  of genocide,  victims  of crimes,  victims  of domestic  violence,
victims  of life-threatening  disease,  indigenous  people  and  slaves.
Danieli  observes  that  diagnostically  (DSM  Ill),  the  effects  of this
trauma  have  been  recognized  in the  survivors  and  victims  themselves,  but
not  in subsequent  generations.  The  intergenerational  transmission  of
trauma,  he says,  "still  awaits  inclusion  in future  editions"  (Danieli,  1998,  p.
3).
The  effects  of this  trauma  are  delineated  in Danieli's  Trauma  and
the  Continuity  of  Self:  a Multidimensional,  multidisciplinary  Integrative
Framework  (TCMI).  According  to this  framework,  an individual  exists
within  multiple  spheres  or systems,  including  cultural,  familial,  communal,
national,  etc. The  traumatic  event  causes  a rupture.  This  can  result  in
regression,  disorganization,  disorientation  and  fixity.  He says  that  the
integration  of the  trauma  must  take  place  in all of the  individual's  life
spheres.  Thus,  some  of the  repair  must  take  place  collectively,  beyond
the  scope  of the  individual.  Such  avenues  can  include  restitution,
compensation,  commemoration,  rehabilitation,  prosecution,  education,
prevention  and  apology  (Danieli,  1998).
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Historical  Trauma  Response
Dr. Maria  Yellow  Horse  Brave  Heart-Jordan  developed  the  term
Historical  Trauma  Response  to describe  the  effects  she  was  seeing  in the
Lakota  people  (an  American  Indian  group).  She  describes  the  culturally
and  historically  traumatic  experiences  of American  Indian  people,  notably
the  extermination  of 13 million  of their  ancestors  as victims  of mass
genocide  and  the  cultural  genocide  that  occurred  through  boarding
schools  and  Christianization.  According  to Dr. Brave  Heart,  "these  effects
impact  the  physical,  emotional,  mental  and  social  well-being  of individuals,
families  and  the  entire  culture"  (Circle,  2001  ). Some  of the  effects  Dr.
Brave  Heart  notes  are  depression,  substance  abuse,  chronic  grief,  guilt,
elevated  suicide  rates,  self-destructive  behavior,  identification  with  the
pain  of ancestors,  fixation  to trauma  and  somatic  symptoms  without  a
"medical"  reason.  A key  element  in historical  trauma  is that  it is passed
down  through  the  generations.  Historical  Trauma  Response  is "a
constellation  of characteristics  associated  with  massive  cumulative  group
trauma  among  generations"  (Brave  Heart,  1999,  p. 1 ).
In order  to examine  cultural  healing  traditions  and  models,  a
historical  analysis  of trauma  is necessary.  We  will  need  to examine  what
African-Americans,  American  Indians  and  European  Americans  are
healing  from  and  need  healing  from.  The  models  of Historical  Trauma
Response  and  Multigenerational  Trauma  allow  us to not  only  examine  the
traumatic  events  and  situations,  but  also  to-analyze  the  damaging
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psychological,  social  and  physical  effects  of the  trauma.  The  following
sections  of the literature  review  will touch  on American  Indian  trauma  and
healing  and  African-American  trauma  and  healing  as models.  An in-depth
analysis  of the  literature  related  to White  trauma  will follow.
The  American  Indian  Experience
Trauma
It is hard  to summarize  a general  American  Indian  experience  since
there  are hundreds  if not  thousands  of specific  nations  representing  many
tribes  in North  America.  However,  upon  examining  the literature  we are
able  to distill  common  themes.  Duran  et al. (1998)  break  down  this
historical  legacy  of trauma  into several  phases  as follows.
1. First  Contact:  During  this  phase  genocidal  military  actions
destroyed  the  "lifeworld"  of Native  people.  The  people  were  not
able  to grieve  these  losses  because  of new  traumas  occurring.
2.  Economic  competition:  Native  people  suffered  physical  and
spiritual  loss  of sustenance.
3.  Invasion  War  Period:  The  u.s. government  enacted  their  policy
of extermination.  Those  not killed  were  removed  from  their
traditional  homelands.
4.  Subjugation  and Reservation  Period:  The  people  were  forced  to
live within  the  confines  of reservations.
5.  Boarding  School  Period:  The  U. S. government  systematically
attacked  the  core  of Native  identity  by removing  children  from
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their  homes  and  placing  them  in boarding  schools.  The  children
were  forbidden  to speak  their  language  and  practice  their
religion.  Children  were  often  beaten  and  sexually  abused.
6.  Forced  Relocation  and  Termination  Period:  Many  people  were
relocated  from  reservations  into  urban  settings  with  the  intent  of
assimilating  them  and  removing  their  connection  to indigenous
culture.
To this  we  could  add  a seventh  phase  which  would  be the  continued
institutionalized  racism  that  is faced  by American  Indian  people.  The
effects  of these  traumatic  experiences  have  been  previously  outlined  in
Maria  Yellow  Horse  Brave  Heart's  description  of the  Historical  Trauma
Response.
Traditional  (Cultural)  Healinq
Although  it is the  intent  of this  study  to gain  information  on the
traditional  ways  of cultural  healing  through  the  interviews,  there  is
literature  which  identifies  some  of these.
Duran  et al. (1998)  say,  "It  is interesting  that  many  of the  present-
day  interventions  in some  arenas  within  Indian  country  were
recommended  by our  ancestors  for  centuries.  Early  in the  1 7'h century,
Hansome  Lake  had  a series  of visions  in which  he prescribed  cultural
revitalization  as a way  of counteracting  the  devastation  of colonialism  and
its effects"  (p. 349).  Indeed,  there  is much  literature  to support  the  return
to cultural  and  spiritual  ceremonies  as a means  of cultural  healing.  In their
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exploration  of tribal  and  shamanic-based  social  work,  Voss,  et al. report
that  many  of  the  old Indian  healing  traditions  are  experiencing  a
renaissance  and  are  being  viewed  with  a renewed  sense  of respect  and
credibility  as alternatives  and  complements  to more  invasive  or secular
Western  medical  treatment  (1999).  These  healing  traditions  are  more
compatible  with  the  Indian  worldview  of health.  According  to Tolman  &
Reedy,  health  rests  upon  a foundation  of harmony  between  the  individual,
the  family,  community,  nature  and  spirituality.  Health  is maintained
through  attention  to this  harmony,  which  is furthered  through  traditional
practices,  ritual  and  story  (1998).  Following  are a sampling  of some  of the
healing  traditions  cited  in the  literature.
Sweat  Lodqe
The  sweat  lodge  ceremony  has  been  used  successfully  with
persons  with  mental  illness  and  addictions  (Tolman  & Reedy,  1998).  In
this  case,  the  addition  of the  lodge  to the  hospital  facilities  was  believed  to
increased  utilization  of Wyoming  State  Hospital  by and  patient  satisfaction
of American  Indians.
Talkinq  Circle
Ashby  et al. used  the  talking  circle  with  sexually  abused  American
Indian  adolescents.  "All  the  participants  took  part  in an Indian  talking
circle.  Traditional  talking  circles  allow  individual  participants  an avenue  for
expressing  personal  feelings  and  opinions  on matters  that  affect
themselves,  the  tribe  and  others"  (1987,  p. 27).
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Dance  Ceremonies
According  to Jilek,  there  is currently  a renaissance  of shamanic
dance  among  the  Indian  populations  of North  America  (1992).  These
include  the  Ghost  Dance,  Sun  Dance  and  the  Salish  Spirit  Dance.  Jilek
says  that  the  Spirit  Dance  initiation's  goals  have  expanded  to include
"treating  pathological  symptoms  and  behavior  seen  as resulting  from  the
negative  effects  of the  White  man's  intrusion  into  Amerindian  society.
Salish  Indian  ritualists  today  consider  native  persons  suffering  from
chronic  depressive  symptomatology,  from  antisocial  behavior  and  alcohol
or drug  abuse  as candidates  for  dance  initiation...which  can  be
understood  as a curing  process  based  on the  therapeutic  myth  of the
death  and  rebirth"  (1992,  p. 89-90).  Other  therapeutic  effects  include
participant  turning  from  egocentric  preoccupations  to collective  concerns,
boosting  ego  strength  and  overcoming  anomic  depression.
The  African-American  Experience
Trauma
The  literature  is plentiful  in documenting  the  historical  trauma  of
African-American  people.  Most  notable  are  the  slave  trade,  slavery  itself,
and  continued  personal  and  institutional  racism.  Karenga  (1982)  says,
It is clear  from  all historical  evidence  that  the  European  slave
trade  and  its accompanying  violence,  destruction  and  enslavement
was  one  of the  most  catastrophic  events  in the  history  of
humankind.  If one  objectively  calculates  the  costs  to Africa  and
Africans  in terms  of the  50 to 100  million  lives  lost  through  mass
murder,  war,  the  forcible  transfer  of populations,  and  the  brutal
rigors  of the  Middle  Passage  and  of slavery  as well  as the  attendant
dehumanization  and  cultural  destruction,  one  cannot  help  but
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conclude  that  of all holocausts  of history,  none  surpasses  or equals
this  one  (p. 77-78).
Again,  cumulative  effects  of continued  social/economic  disadvantage,
institutional  and  culturally  embedded  racism  only  add  to the  trauma  of
African-American  people  on this  continent.
Traditional  (Cultural)  Healinq
Core  Belief.
Cooper-Lewter  and  Mitchell  (1991  ) outline  core  beliefs  of African
American  culture  that  have  served  to strengthen  and  heal  the  minds  and
spirits  of African  American  people.  These  "life-giving  affirmations  of the
Black  oral  tradition"  help  to "prevent  pervasive  personal  and  family
disintegration"  (p. x, introduction).  These  core  beliefs  have  their  roots  in
Africa  and  have  been  adapted  into  the  Black  church.  Such  beliefs  include
the  providence,  justice,  omnipotence,  grace  and  omniscience  of God;  the
goodness  of God  and  creation;  the  equality,  perseverance  and
uniqueness  of persons;  and  the  family  of God  and  humanity  (Cooper-
Lewter  & Mitchell,  1991  ).
Cultural  Identity.
Notably  during  the  20's  and  60's  there  were  mass  movements
toward  the  "possession,  meaning,  reappropriation  and  reconstruction  of
(Black)  culture"  (Karenga,  1982,  p. 205).  These  trends  continue  in
culturally  focused  education  and  rites  of passage  programs.  In his  edited
volume  on intergenerational  trauma,  Danieli  (1998  ) emphasizes  that  its
findings  "clearly  show  the  importance  of cultural  roots  and  practices  in
Augsburg College Library
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creating  stability,  and  the  deleterious  and  even  tragic  effects  on future
generations  when  the  culture  is weakened  or destroyed"  (p. 675).
Family/Kinship  Networks
Kinship  networks  have  historically  been  a source  of strength,
healing  and  resiliency  for  African  American  people.  "The  primary  family
unit  in West  Africa  at the  time  of slavery  in the  United  States  was  the
extended  family...kinship  relations  were  the  foundations  of social
organization...that  serve  as protection  from  calamities"  (Scannapieco  &
Jackson,  1996,  p. 191  ). Gray  and  Nybell  (1990)  point  out  that  "This
kinship  system,  with  its strong  helping  tradition...enabled  African
Americans  to survive  slavery  and  the  continued  oppression  of the  post-
slavery  eras"  (p. 515).
The  European  American  (White)  Experience
In order  to understand  the  need  for  collective  healing  in European
Americans,  it will  be necessary  to uncover  the  areas  of trauma.  It is an
unpopular  topic  due  in part  to the  extensive  trauma  suffered  by people  of
color  at the  hands  of European  Americans.  There  is a common  sentiment
that,  in light  of the  history  of the  last  few  centuries,  European  Americans
have  no right  to think  about  and/or  talk  about  their  own  collective  traumas.
Yet,  how  can  we not  if we  are  going  to heal?
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Trauma
General  Pre-Emiqration  European  American  History
Most  European  American  groups  have  traumatic  events  and
conditions  as a part  of their  history,  and  often  as an impetus  for
emigration.  This  can  be seen  in most  groups  as political  and  religious
wars  and  inquisitions,  famines  and  natural  disasters,  disease  and  the
overpopulation  of land  in an agrarian  society,  which  was  tied  to economic
disadvantage.
Black  Death.  As Gottfried  (1983)  explains
The  Black  Death  was  a combination  of bubonic,  pneumonic  and
septicaemic  plague  strains.  It devastated  the  Western  world  from
1347-1351,  killing  25-50%  of Europe's  population  and  causing
accelerating  marked  political,  economic,  social  and  cultural
changes.  People  were  astounded,  bewildered  and  terrified  (p. xiii).
Inquisition/witch  trials.  Another  example  of potential  trauma  for
European  people  was  the  Inquisition  and  witch  trials.  Luepenitz  (1988)
calls  these  "the  most  extensive  assault  on women  in all of European
history."  She  continues  saying
The  extent  [estimates]  of the  burnings  of women  in Europe  in the
fifteenth  to seventeenth  centuries...varies  from  one  hundred
thousand  to several  million  witches  burned...The  witch  trials  were
concentrated  at first  in Austria  and  then  spread  throughout  Europe.
In Toulouse,  records  show  that  440  women  were  killed  in one  day.
In Trier  in 1585,  two  villages  were  left  with  only  one  female
inhabitant  each.  Children  of the  condemned  women  were  often
flogged  in front  of their  mother  while  she  perished  in the  flames.
Most  of the  women  executed  were  old  and  poor...a  large  proportion
of the  accused  women  in England  were  midwives,  and  the  era  of
the  trials  coincides  with  the  replacement  of female  healers  by male
physicians...lt  seems  to me  hardly  coincidental  that  this
unprecedented  assault  on the  female  sex  should  overlap  with  the
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period  on Western  history  when  the  mother-child  relationship  was
so tenuous  (Luepenitz,  4 988,  p.  123-124).
Those  familiar  with  object  relations  theory  in child  development  and
psychotherapy  (emphasizing  the  importance  of the  mother-child  bond)  can
only  imagine  the  devastating  effects  this  had  on children  who  lost  their
mothers  in this  way  and  in subsequent  generations,  let alone  the  effect  it
had  on the  entire  culture.
Irish  Pre-Emiqration  History
A European  American  group  that  has  a particularly  traumatic
history  are  the  Irish  American  people.  Ireland  has  a history  of war  and
conflict  with  the  English  colonizers  of the  island.  Connery  (1968)  says
The  story  of occupied  Ireland  is far  less  a history  of glorious  deeds  than  a
melancholy  tale  of humiliation  and  frustration.  Over  and  over  again,  the
native  Catholic  Irish  rebelled,  and  the  discontented  Anglo-Irish  rebelled,
but  they  were  beaten  down.  The  Irish  masses  were  deprived  of the  most
elementary  human  rights,  driven  from  their  land  and  forced  to flee  the
country.  It is a wonder  that  the  spirit  of the  nation  survived  at all (p. 22).
Of  huge  impact  and  trauma  to Ireland  was  the  famine  of 1841-
1851.  Kinealy(1997)says,
The  Irish  Famine  was  one  of the  greatest  social  catastrophes  in
modern  European  history...ln  total,  over  one  million  people  died.  A
further  million  emigrated...one  of the  features  of the  famine  was  not
only  the  scale  of mortality,  but  the  painful  and  undignified
circumstances  in which  many  people  died  and  were  buried  (p. 148-
149).
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A popular  modern  Irish singer/songwriter,  Sinead  O'Connor  wrote  a song
about  the  Irish Famine.  She  sings  that  in the  midst  of the  famine,
They  gave  us money  not to teach  our  children  Irish and so we lost
our  history  and  this  is what  I think  is still hurting  me. See  we're  like
a child  that's  been  battered,  has  to drive  itself  out  of its head
b ecause  it's frightened,  still feels  all the  painful  feelings,  but  they
lose  contact  with  the  memory,  and  this  all leads  to massive  self-
destruction,  alcoholism  drug  addiction,  all desperate  attempts  at
running,  and  its worst  form  becomes  actual  killing.  ...An  American
army  regulation  says  you mustn't  kill more  than  1 0% of a nation
because  to do so causes  permanent  'psychological
damage'...anyway  during  the  supposed  famine,  we lost  a lot more
than  1 0% of our  nation  through  deaths  on land  or on ships  of
emigration  but what  finally  broke  us was  not starvation  but it's use
in the  controlling  of our  education...so  let's  take  a look  shall  we, the
highest  statistics  of child  abuse  in the EEC,  and we say  we're  a
Christian  country,  but  we've  lost contact  with  our  history.  See  we
used  to worship  God  as a Mother.  We're  suffering  from  Post
Traumatic  Stress  Disorder.  Look  at all our  old men  in pubs.  Look
at all our  young  people  on drugs.  We  used  to worship  God  as a
Mother,  now  look  at what  we're  doing  to each  other.  We've  even
made  killers  of ourselves...l  see  the Irish as a race  like a child  that
got itself  bashed  in the face...  and  if there  ever  is gonna  be
healing,  there  has  to be remembering  and  then  grieving,  so that
their  then  can be forgiving,  there  has  to be knowledge  and
understanding  (O'Connor,  Clayton,  Simenon,  & Reynolds,  1994).
It is remarkable  how  we can hear  echoes  of Braveheart-Jordan's  Historical
Trauma  Response  in this  description.
German  Pre-Emiqration  History
A second  European-American  people  group  with  a notable  history  of
trauma  is that  of the  German-Americans.  The  thirty  years  war  had an
enormous  impact.
When,  in the  sixteenth  century,  the Reformation  destroyed  the unity
of Christendom,  many  of the  ensuing  religious  wars  were  fought  on
German  soil,  by Germans  against  Germans.  The  issue  was  not
confined  to the  German  world,  however,  and  thus  Germany
became  the  battleground  of Danes,  Frenchmen,  Swedes,  and
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Spaniards.  The  havoc  wrought  by  the  Thirty  Years'  war  (1618-48)
devastated  Germany..."  (Coppa  & Curran,  1976,  p.45).
Germany  also  had  it's share  of famine  and  crop  failure  in the  1 800s.
These,  in combination  with  population  growth  and  political  unrest  are
some  main  reasons  for  the  German  emigration  to the  United  States
(Coppa  & Curan,  1976).
Each  people  group  has  its own  story,  some  more  traumatic  than
others.  Logically,  people  would  not  emigrate  if they  did not  have  a reason.
Most  left  in search  of something  better,  under  conditions  of economic
disadvantage  or religious  /cultural  oppression.
Immiqration
For  many  European  American  groups,  the  immigration  experience
itself  was  traumatic.  Uprooting  one's  self  from  family,  friends,  community,
country  and  culture  is not  an easy  thing.  As Handlin  (1951  ) describes,
My  theme  is emigration  as the  central  experience  of a great  many
human  beings.  I shall  touch  upon  broken  homes,  interruptions  of a
familiar  life,  separation  from  known  surroundings,  the  becoming  a
foreigner  and  ceasing  to belong...These  are  the  bleaker  pages  of
our  history...the  immigrants  lived  in crisis  because  they  were
uprooted.  In transplantation,  while  the  old roots  were  sundered,
before  the  new  were  established,  the  immigrants  existed  in an
extreme  situation.  The  shock,  and  the  effects  of the  shock
persisted  for  many  years;  and  their  influence  reached  down  to
generations  which  themselves  never  paid  the  cost  of crossing...
(pp.  5-6).
The  conditions  on the  emigration  ships  could  be awful,  with  shortages  of
food  and  water,  crowded  conditions  and  disease.  Mortality  during
emigration  ranged  from  less  than  on percent  to 1 6% (Potter,  1960).
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The  conditions  upon  arrival  could  be quite  difficult  for  many
European  immigrants  as well.
The  circumstances  of his  background  in Ireland  disqualified  the
Catholic  Irish  emigrant  from  any  work  but  the  hardest  and  coarsest
labor  in the  new  land. Uneducated,  accustomed  to a marginal
existence...he  entered  the  lowest  stratum  of free  white  labor  as the
hewer  of wood  and  drawer  of water  (Potter,  1960,  p.  163).
Often,  employment  advertisements  would  specify  that  the  positions  were
not  open  to Irish  people.  "The  words,  terrible  to the  race,  'No  Irish  need
apply,'  became  etched  in the  memory  and  left  a heritage  of bitterness,  as
well  as of sadness..."  (Potter,  1060,  p. 169).
Truly,  it would  have  been  preferred  by the  English  that  other
immigrant  groups  never  arrived.  According  to its English  conquerors,
America  was  always  meant  to belong  to White  Englishmen.
[the]  wish  that  America  be a homogenous,  white,  English-speaking
Anglo  society  was  widely  shared  by the  framers  of the
constitution...Franklin  expressed  his  distaste  for  the  Germans  in
Pennsylvania...the  presence  of German  colonists  and  their  different
language,  in Franklin's  eyes,  threatened  the  English  and  their
government...(Perea,  1997,  p. 258).
The  Construction  of Whiteness
Winthrop  Jordan  (1968),  in his book  White  over  Black,  chronicles
the  invention  of race  as a social/political  construction  meant  to secure
privilege  for  Whites.  But  whiteness  was  not  automatically  assigned  to
European-American  groups  upon  their  immigration.  "The  story  of
Americanization  is vital  and  compelling,  but  it took  place  in a nation  also
obsessed  by race. For  new  immigrant  workers,  the  process  of 'becoming
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White'  and  'becoming  American'  were  connected  at every  turn"  (Barrett  &
Roediger,  1997,  pp. 402-403).
Ignatiev  (1995)  explores  "how  the  Catholic  Irish,  an oppressed
race  in Ireland,  became  part  of an oppressing  race  in America.  It is an
attempt  to reassess  immigrant  assimilation  and  the  formation  (or  non-
formation)  of an American  working  class"  (p. 1 ). Although  the  case  of  the
Irish  in America  is comparatively  extreme,  every  European  group  to
immigrate  besides  the  original  colonizers  (the  English)  went  through  this
process.  Each  came  as an outsider  and  was  faced  with  the  decision  of
how  much  of their  ethnic  heritage  they  would  give  up in order  to become
'White.  "It  is true  that  language  and  culture  are  very  largely  lost  in the
first  and  second  generations..."  (Glazer  & Moynihan,  1997,  p. 368).
White  privileqe.  Peggy  Mclntosh  is a foremost  writer  on White
privilege.  In her  work  she  explains  that  White  privilege  is something
Whites  are  taught  not  to recognize.  She  sees  it as an "invisible  package
of unearned  assets  which  I can  count  on cashing  in each  day,  but  about
which  I was  'meant'  to remain  oblivious"  (1997,  p. 292).
It follows  therefore,  that  the  White  race  consists  of those  who
partake  of the  privileges  of the  white  skin  in this  society.  Its most
wretched  members  share  a status  higher,  in certain  respects,  than
that  of the  most  exalted  persons  excluded  from  it (Ignatiev,  1995  p.
1).
Another  part  of this  privilege
includes  the  ability  to not-see  whiteness  and  its
privileges...Because  the  dominant  norms  of whiteness  are  not
visible  to them,  Whites  are  free  to see  themselves  as 'individuals'
rather  than  as members  of a culture  (Mahoney,  1997,  p. 331  ).
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Psycholoqical  Effects  of Oppression  upon  the  Oppressor
In general  terms,  European  Americans  have  a history  (pre-
emigration,  immigration  and  early  settling)  in which  they  were  often
traumatized,  oppressed  and/or  disempowered.  As  we  have  seen  through
the  literature,  through  the  social  construction  of whiteness  and  through  the
often  unhealed  psyche  of the  European  American,  the  opportunity  came
whereby  they  could  project  their  own  negative  aspects  and  fears  onto
another  (the  African  slaves,  the  indigenous  Americans,  and  sometimes
newly  arrived  European-American  groups).  Thus  they  became  the
oppressors.  As  demonstrated  in the  literature,  the  likelihood  of becoming
an aggressor  of  violence  is increased  when  one  has  been  a victim  of
violence  in the  past.
the  trauma  victims  are  overrepresented  in numerous  studies  of
perpetrators  of various  kinds...one  might  naively  imagine  that  after
the  experience  of severe  victimization,  a people  would  say  in effect
'never  again!  After  our  experience,  we  will  try  to ensure  that  this
will  never  happen  again  to anybody.'  But  sadly,  the  more  common
response  is 'to Hell  with  anyone  else:  We  are  prepared  to become
perpetrators  in our  turn,  to inflict  on others  what  we  suffered  earlier,
to protect  our  own  sense  of security  (Simpson,  1998,  p. 507).
Beyond  the  statistically  significant  trauma  history  of the  oppressor,
it is relevant  to this  study  to examine  ways  in which  the  oppressor
becomes  further  traumatized  by his/her  oppressive  acts.  Examples  can
be found  in literature  about  the  Nazi  Germans  and  literature  about  the
effects  of slavery  and  racism  on White  Americans.
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Perpetrator  effects  on Nazi  Germans.  Following  much  literature
about  the  victims  and  children  of victims  of the  Holocaust,  there  have  been
several  works  exploring  the  psychological  dynamics  of the  German
children  of the  Nazi  Regime.  Studies  have  appeared  throughout  the
1 980s  and  1 990s.  In her  1986  work,  Schwartz  explores  these  issues.
She  examines  the  intergenerational  silence  regarding  the  war,  and  its
effects  of unconsciously  transmitting  shame  and  guilt  to the  second
generation.  Eickhoff(1986)discusseshispsychoanalyticworkwiththe
daughter  of a man  who  "plainly  for  reasons  of guilt  was  unable  to stop
morning  the  loss  of the  'third  reich"'  (p.325)  He points  out  that
There  are  indicators  that,  in the  material  of analyses  of children  of
persons  actively  involved  in Nazi  crimes,  metaphors  for  inanimate
objects,  consisting  of the  pseudo-human  being,  are  important  as
clues  to the  trans-generational  transmission  of dehumanizing  Nazi
Ideology  (Eickhoff,  1968,  p. 327).
Hardtmann  explains  some  common  family  dynamics  in Nazi  Germans.
The  first  generation-defeated,  debased,  returning  from  the  World
War  II laden  with  guilt  and  shame-suffered  from  chronically
deficient  self-esteem.  Normally  these  feelings  were  warded  off  with
denial  and  reaction  formation,  for  instance,  with  arrogance.  In
certain  moments,  beyond  apprehension  for  children,  the  defense
collapsed,  and  the  fathers,  suddenly  overwhelmed  with  feelings,
projected  them  onto  the  children,  who  felt  like  blind  people  slapped
in the  face.  They  found  themselves  abruptly  and  unpreparedly  in a
quasipsychotic  world  and  were  exposed  to the  destructive  action
with  which  the  fathers  fought  off  their  presumed  'persecutors'...ln
some  cases,  these  children  indeed  later  on turned  into
'persecutors';  the  vast  majority,  however,  had  identified  with  the
projections  and  had,  in place  of their  parents,  developed  feelings  of
guilt  and  shame  themselves.  Projections  and  projective
identifications  determined  the  object  relationships  in their
families...The  threat  of unforeseeable  impulsive  action  lay  like  a
shadow  over  the  childhood  of members  of the  second  generation
and  paralyzed  their  healthy  self-maintenance  and  their  own
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aggression.  Because  the  children  could  not  comprehend  the
biographical  and  historical  context  in which  their  parents'  sudden
emotional,  erratic,  and  chaotic  outbursts  could  be explained,  they
lived  in an imperceivable  world  where  the  connection  between
certain  feelings  and  specific  incidents  remained  hidden.  Some  of
them  generally  perceived  emotions  and  affects  as irrational,
something  that  one  can  only  fight,  suppress,  and  control...the
suppression  of the  feelings  led to an inner  paralysis,  a loss  of
liveliness  (1 998,  p. 89).
These  dynamics  clearly  outline  the  intergenerational  trauma  of the
children  of Nazi  Germany.
Perpetrator  effects  of slavery  and  racism.  Wendell  Berry  speaks  to
the  woundedness  of European  Americans  in relation  to slavery  and  racism
candidly.
If white  people  have  suffered  less  obviously  from  racism  than  black
people,  they  have  nevertheless  suffered  greatly;  the  cost  has  been
greater  perhaps  than  we  can  yet  know.  If the  white  man  has
inflicted  the  wound  of racism  upon  black  men,  the  cost  has  been
that  he would  receive  the  mirror  image  of that  wound  into  himself.
As  the  master,  or as a member  of the  dominant  race,  he has  felt
little  compulsion  to acknowledge  it or speak  of it; the  more  painful  it
has  grown,  the  more  deeply  he has  hidden  it within  himself.  But  the
wound  is there,  and  it is a profound  disorder,  as great  a damage  in
his  mind  as it is in his  society  (Berry,  1970,  p. 2).
Some  of effects  of slavery  and  racism  on White  Americans  are
outlined  in the  literature  as rebounding  violence,  dehumanization,  silence,
guilt/shame  and  lost  identity.
Cooper-Lewter  explains,  "Soul  therapy  necessitates  that  we speak
plainly  about  the  effects  of racism  on the  perpetrators  who  benefit  from  the
racist  behavior  and  system"  (1999,  p. 86). He adds  regarding  the
rebounding  violence,
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The  role  of whites  has  been  to legitimize,  sanitize,  and
institutionalize  their  resultant  advantages.  The  latter  role  was
intended  to alleviate  guilt  for  generations  to come,  but  it did not  free
co-dependent  white  America  from  having  to accept  the  possibility  of
violence  coming  home  to roost.  The  possibility  of rebounding
violence  has  left  whites  feeling  vulnerable  and  angry,  and  thus  has
rendered  them  victim  to such  social  diseases  as family  abuse,
alcoholism  and  suicide  (1999,  p. 122-123).
Frantz  Fanon  is widely  recognized  as the  father  of the  psychology
of oppression.  Fanon  examines  the  psychological  dynamics  of master
and  slave.  In his book  about  Fanon's  ideas,  Bulhan  explains  the
dehumanization.
The  oppressors  too  are  profoundly  affected  by the  violence  and
dehumanization  they  impose  on others.  Their  violent  and
dehumanizing  actions  in time  turn  against  them  and  reverberate  in
their  psyches  and  social  lives.  ..The  oppressors  assimilate  the  cruel
and  harsh  image  they  provoke  in the  oppressed.  This  fact  of
retropression,  whereby  violent  and  dehumanizing  actions
boomerang  on their  perpetrator,  further  harden  the  oppressors  and
their  oppressive  practices  become  further  entrenched.  The  harsh
actions  on the  oppressed,  the  unjust  exercise  of authority,  and  the
subsequent  lack  of compassion-these  gradually  invade  their
family  life and  their  dealings  with  loved  ones.  This  state  of affairs
takes  its toll  and  leaves  its own  psychological  scars.  Repressed
guilt  and  fear  of reprisal  also  come  to dominate  the  psyche  and
social  relations  of the  oppressor  (Bulhan,  1985,  p. 126).
We  can  hear  echoes  of this  concept  in Rose  (1996),  pointing  out  the
losses  of White  Americans  as non-targets  of oppression:  "the  lost
capacity  to assess  a situation  and  act  creatively  and  appropriately,  and  the
loss  of meaning  among  fellow  human  beings-the  loss  of intimacy,  the
loss  of genuine  human  connections"  (p.47).
In his  commentary  on James  Baldwin's  works,  Roediger  (1997)
says
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Baldwin  pairs  the embrace  of whiteness  with  the immigrant's  losses
of contact  with  land  and  with  community....Baldwin  makes  the
taking  up of whiteness  a product  and  cause  of the  new  immigrants'
'losing  it' in terms  of humanity.  ..saw  a loss  of humanity  among
those  wrenched  from  European  villages  and  then  whitened...he
emphasized  that  the  joining  in racial  victimization  and  the
committing  of atrocities  against  non-Whites  affirmed  the
immigrant's  whiteness  over  time...  (pp. 355-356).
Wendell  Berry  speaks  of the effects  of slavery  and racism  on the
European  American  slave  owners  with  an openness  and  awareness  that
is rarely  found  in the literature  before  the  time  of his book  or after.  His
ancestors,  being  slave  owners,  passed  down  several  slave-related  stories
orally  through  the  generations.  The  aspect  of silence  is emphasized.
I feel  in the  story  as it has been  told  to me, a particular  muteness,
which  I now  know  has  followed  through  all my life; it is the  silence
with  which  white  men  in this  country  have  surrounded  the anguish
implicit  in their  racism.  The  story  has  passed  from  generation  to
generation  in flight  from  its horror.  It has  been  told  and retold,
surely,  because  in the depths  of our  souls  we all have  recognized  in
it an evil that  is native  to us and  that  we cannot  escape...but  its
pain  has  never  been  openly  admitted  to...and  so the  wound  has
lived  beneath  the  skin  (p. 9).
The  kind  of silence  Berry  and  the  writers  on Nazi  Germans  refer  to is a
trademark  of trauma.  As Danieli  says,
An overwhelming  finding  throughout  the  chapters  in this  volume  is
the 'conspiracy  of silence'  that  far  too often  follows  the  trauma.
According  to most  contributors,  the  conspiracy  of silence  is the
most  prevalent  and  effective  mechanism  for  the  transmission  of
trauma  on all dimensions.  Both  intrapsychically  and interpersonally
protective,  silence  is profoundly  destructive,  for  it attests  to the
person's,  family's,  society's,  community's  and  nation's  inability  to
integrate  the  trauma  (1998,  p. 678).
Janet  Helms  (1990)  has  written  extensively  on racial  identity,
specifically  for  Blacks  and  Whites.  She  speaks  about  the guilt  and  shame
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involved  for Whites,  major  concomitants  of racism  and Whites'  distorted
views  of racial identity  are negative  feelings  such as self-deception,  self-
hate, guilt  and shame"  (p. 50).
Helms  also touches  on the issue  of lost identity. "Only  recently
have  theorists  begun  to speculate  about  the harmful  consequences  of
racism  on the perpetrators  of racism,  which  include  the absence  of a
positive  White  identity"  (p. 50). As was previously  mentioned,  much
culture  and language  was lost within  the first  few  generations  after
immigration  for European-Americans.  The problem  of lost identity,  is
central  to the literature.  In her 1993  study,  Ruth Frankenberg  interviewed
white  women  on issues  of race. She reports,  "A genuine  sadness  and
frustration  about  the meaning  of whiteness  at this moment  in history
motivated  these  women  to decry  white  culture...For  a significant  number
of young  white  women,  being  white  felt like being  cultureless"  (p. 203,
196).
She goes  on to quote  one of the  women  in her study,
the formlessness  of being  white...if  I had an ethnic  base  to identify
from,  if I was even Irish American,  that  would  have  been  something
formed...but  to be a Heinz  57 American,  a white,  class-confused
American,  land of the Kleenex  type  American,  is so formless  in and
of itself  (p. 196).
Many  have  been unaware  of the traumatic  past and present  that
impact  European  Americans.  This,  in concert  with the silence  surrounding
the topic,  combine  to make  the search  for  healing  especially  difficult.
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European  American/\/Vhite  Healinq
Literature  specific  to traditional  White  cultural  healing  is virtually
non-existent.  We  could  speculate  on the  use  of psychotherapy  in treating
White  cultural  trauma,  traditionally  a European/European  American
healing  approach,  but  literature  in this  has  not  been  available,  unless  we
generalize  from  its use  in general  trauma  therapy.  Danieli  (1998)  speaks
generally  about  the  importance  of cultural  and  familial  roots  in creating
stability.
Although  not  necessarily  a traditional  healing  methods,  growing
attention  has  been  paid  to the  role  of apology  and  reparations  in White
healing.
The  apologies  offered  today  can  be described  as a matrix  of guilt
and  mourning,  atonement  and  national  revival.  Remorse  improves
the  national  spirit  and  health.  It raises  the  moral  threshold  of a
society.  German  society  is a much  better  place  today  because
Germans  have  been  forced,  and  have  forced  themselves,  to face
their  guilt  with  deep  humility  and  penitence  (Brooks,  1999,  pp.  3-4).
We  may  also  look  to the  Truth  and  Reconciliation  Commission  of South
Africa,  in which  the  perpetrators  under  Apartheid  exchanged  an
acknowledgement  and  admission  of their  actions  for  amnesty.
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Models  for  Trauma  Response  Intervention
A Holocaust  Victim  Intervention  Model
Maria  Brave  Heart-Jordan  (1995)  reviews  models  for  trauma
response  intervention  among  Holocaust  victims  and  their  descendents.
Some  of the  components  included  the  facilitation  of traumatic
remembering,  mourning  and  working  through.  The  trauma  was  validated
and  the  trauma  response  normalized.  Pre-Holocaust  family  history  was
explored  and  a sense  of self  regulation  and  mastery  was  imparted.  Group
treatment  is also  recommended  for  peer  support,  the  sharing  of common
traumatic  experiences.  Some  non-traditional  methods  recommended
include  psychodrama,  and  rituals  such  as symbolic  memorials.  A cultural
perspective  is incorporated.  She  refers  to institutionalized  and  communal
mourning  and  memorializing.
A Lakota  Trauma  Intervention  Model
Brave  Heart-Jordan  (1995)  also  puts  forth  a model  for  Lakota
people.  She  emphasizes  the  importance  of culturally  relevant  definitions,
philosophy  and  beliefs.  Traditional  ceremonies  provide  the  opportunity  for
verbal  and  non-verbal  catharsis.  She  outlines  components  that  should  be
involved  in a Lakota  model:  Stimulation  of the  traumatic  memories,




There  is much  literature  regarding  the  intergenerational  and
historical  trauma  of various  people  groups,  including  African  American  and
American  Indian  people.  The  literature  around  European  American
trauma  is less  coherent  and  comprehensive,  needing  to be pieced
together  in order  to develop  the  story.  Even  less  apparent  in the  literature
are  methods  for  collective  White  healing.  It is the  hope  of the  researcher
that  this  study  will  contribute  to the  filling  of the  literature  gap.
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CHAPTER  Ill: METHODOLOGY
Research  Question
This  study  is focused  on developing  a model  of White  cultural
healing.  Since  this  concept  is virtually  absent  from  the  literature,  it was
decided  to invite  the  knowledge  and  understanding  of individuals  and
groups  who  are  familiar  with  the  concepts  of cultural  healing  and  trauma
from  their  own  cultural  groups  to contribute  ideas.  Therefore,  the  research
question  is: What  teachings  (components)  from  American  Indian,  African
American  and  European  American  cultural  healing  traditions  can  inform
the  development  of a model  for  White  Cultural  Healing?
Definition  of Important  Concepts
Although  tentative  definitions  of important  concepts  to this  study
can  be given,  the  final  analysis  will  need  to include  the  definitions  that
come  from  those  interviewed.  The  following  are  ideas  of ways  to define
these  concepts.
Cultural  Healing  Traditions  can  be defined  as teachings,  beliefs,
rituals  and  customs  of a given  ethnic/cultural  group  that  promote  individual
and  collective  psychosocial/spiritual  health  and  adjustment  (in this  case  to
counteract  cultural/historical  trauma).
Cultural  Healing  can  be defined  as movement  towards  ethnic,
cultural  and  racial  health  (a sense  of well-being  related  to one's  ethnic,
cultural,  racial  and  historical  identity).
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In defining  Cultural  Trauma,  we can borrow  from a similar  concept
in the literature,  Dr. Maria  Yellow  Horse  Brave  Heart's  definition  of
"Historical  Trauma  refers  to cumulative  wounding  across  generations  as
well as during  one's  current  life span"  (Weaver  & Brave  Heart,  1999,  p.
23).
She defines  the Historical  Trauma  Response  as a constellation  of
characteristics  in reaction  to traumatic  history  including  depression,  self-
destructive  behavior,  substance  abuse,  somatic  symptoms,  anxiety,
chronic  bereavement,  fixation  to trauma,  identification  with ancestral  pain,
and guilt  (Brave-Heart,  1999).
Comparative  Definitions.  The researcher  has not found  the term  "cultural
healing"  in the literature.  Cultural  trauma,  however,  has been  called  by
many  different  names  including  Historical  Trauma  (Brave  Heart,  1995),
and Intergenerational  Trauma  (Danieli,  1998).  This  study  uses  the terms
interchangeably.
Overview  of Research  Design
This  study  falls under  the category  of applied  research,  since  it
aims  to "illuminate  a societal  concern"  (Patton,  1990,  p. 160),  namely
White  Cultural  Healing.  The design  is qualitative  for  several  reasons.
First, the concept  of White  Cultural  Healing  is not well  known  in the
literature  or in the thinking  of many  Americans.  In order  to service  the
research  question,  it is necessary  to access  and interview  a select  group
of people  who  are familiar  with the ideas  of cultural  trauma  and healing.
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Secondly,  the  content  sought  is in-depth  and  meaning  focused.  The
flexibility  of a semi-structured  interview  (interview  guide)  will  be important
in allowing  for  a more  complete  picture  of  the  ideas,  theories  and
experiences  of the  individual  interviewees.  Since  the  information  sought  is
specific  to the  understanding,  knowledge  and  worldview  of the
participants,  the  data  analysis  was  inductive.
Study  Population
In a sense,  the  study  population  for  this  research  is quite  broad.
The  cultural  healing  traditions  of American  Indian  and  African-American
people  are  being  studied  in order  to formulate  a model  for  White  Cultural
Healing.  Of  course  with  in-depth  interviewing,  it is impossible  to get  a
large  enough  sample  to be representative  of these  populations.  In
addition,  it has  been  my  experience  that  the  general  populations  may  not
have  the  psychosocial  awareness  to articulate  the  related  iSsues  in a way
that  will  be helpful  to this  study.
Because  of the  earlier  stated  challenge,  it is necessary  to select  a
specific  group  of people  to interview.  These  are  people  who  are  leaders
and  scholars  in their  respective  communities  and  have  knowledge  of
trauma  and  healing,  in addition  to their  personal  experience.
Sample
The  sample  was  chosen  to represent  the  following  cultural  groups:
American-Indian,  African-American,  and  European-American/\/Vhite,  For
the  purposes  of this  study,  African-American  refers  to the  descendants  of
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enslaved  Africans.  American  Indian  refers  to the  original  inhabitants  of
North  America  and  their  descendants.  European  American  refers  to the
descendants  of those  who  immigrated  from  Europe  since  1492.  The  focus
is on those  who  immigrated  prior  to 1950  and  their  descendents.  The
narrowing  of these  groups  to the  above  definitions  is for  the  purpose  of
simplicity,  being  that  there  are  an additional  complex  set  of issues  related
to more  recent  immigrant  populations.
Between  two  and  four  people  were  interviewed  from  each  cultural
group.  The  minimum  number  of two  was  selected  in order  to get  more
than  one  perspective  from  the  cultural  group.  Four  is the  maximum
number  because  of the  depth  of information  sought  and  the  depth  of
analysis  necessary  in this  qualitative  study.  The  participants  were
selected  based  on their  community  standing  (leaders/scholars),  their
knowledge  of cultural  trauma,  their  personal  experiences  related  to the
subject  matter,  and/or  their  knowledge  of healing.  Many  are  therapists
with  Master's  degrees  or Doctoral  degrees.  One  is involved  with  diversity
training  and  research,  including  issues  of racial  reconciliation.  Some
have  published  on issues  related  to multigenerational  trauma  and  healing.
Others  have  knowledge  and  giftedness  around  culturally  based  healing
traditions.  Still  others  have  profound  personal  experience  with
multigenerational  trauma  and  healing.  They  were  people  the  researcher
knew,  knew  of, or  was  directed  to.
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Recruiting  the  Sample
As was  said  previously,  some  of the  study  participants  were  people
known  by  the  researcher.  For  this  reason,  the  researcher  made  it clear  to
the  prospective  participants  that  participation  is completely  voluntary  and
that  in no way  will  participation  or nonparticipation  affect  their  professional
relationship  with  the  researcher.
The  researcher  invited  these  individuals  to be interviewed  in a
culturally  appropriate  way.  For  example,  it is customary  to offer  tobacco
and  a cloth  offering  to an American  Indian  elder  when  one  is seeking  this
kind  of knowledge.  The  researcher  provided  participants  with  a list  of the
questions  in advance  so they  could  have  the  opportunity  contemplate  their
answers.  In advance,  or at the  time  of the  interview,  the  researcher
presented  the  participants  with  a consent  form  outlining  the  potential  risks
of participation  in the  study.
Data  Collection  Method
The  data  collection  method  that  was  employed  was  elite  in-depth
interviewing.  Marshall  and  Rossman  (1995)  describe,  "Elites  are
considered  the  influential,  the  prominent  and  the  well-informed  people  in
an organization  or community"  (p. 83). The  study  emphasizes  the
knowledge,  (understanding)  beliefs  and  speculations  of a select  group  of
individuals  who  are  familiar  with  the  subject  matter.  These  individuals
were  also  respected  in their  particular  communities  and  who  have
knowledge  of psychology,  healing  and/or  culture.  The  goal  was  to gather
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their  beliefs,  knowledge  and speculations  in as open-ended  a format  as
possible,  leaving  room  for  whatever  came  to mind  for  them.  This  flexibility
was  crucial  as each  interviewee  represents  a unique  perspective.  For  this
reason,  the  interviews  were  conducted  with  the use of an interview  guide.
This  is a set of question  topics  and  areas  to cover  in the interview.  Within
this  format  is room  for  prompts  and  for  follow-up  questions.  (See
Appendix  for  the interview  guide).  The  interviews  ranged  in length  from  45
minutes  to 2.5 hours.
Data  Analysis
In this  study,  the  content  of the  data  was  analyzed  inductively.
Since  culture-specific  material  was  present,  it was  important  to allow
themes  and  concepts  to emerge  as opposed  to being  dictated  by the
researcher.  The  coding  of the  data  began  with  sorting  each  interview  by
answers  that  related  to specific  questions  on the  interview  guide.  The
answers  were  then  grouped  together  by racial/ethnic  group.  The  answers
were  further  listed  and  sorted  by similar  theme  within  each  group.  Finally,
overall  themes  and ideas  were  noted.
Strengths  and  Limitations
The  strengths  of this  study  are in its groundbreaking  nature.  White
cultural  healing  is simply  a topic  that  has  not gotten  much  academic
attention.  Another  strength  is its importance  to both  the  social  work
practitioners  and  to their  practice.  I believe  that  the data  gleaned  was  an
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accurate  reflection  of the knowledge,  experience  and beliefs  of the
interviewees  and that  they  are qualified  to speak  to the  issues.
As was  previously  pointed  out, one  limitation  of this  study  is that  the
interviewees  are not representative  of the  culture's  general  population.
Because  of this,  the results  cannot  be generalized  to these  populations.
It can be difficult  to analyze  the reliability  and  validity  of qualitative
research.  As Rubin  & Rubin  (1995)  point  out,
Most  indicators  of validity  and  reliability  do not fit qualitative
research.  Trying  to apply  these  indicators  to qualitative  work
distracts  more  than  it clarifies.  Instead,  researchers  judge  the
credibility  of qualitative  work  by its transparency,  consistency-
coherence,  and  communicability;  they  design  the  interviewing  to
achieve  these  standards  (p. 85).
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CHAPTER  IV: FINDINGS
Characteristics  of the  Sample
The  eight  participants  interviewed  in this  study  ranged  in age  from
their  early  thirties  to their  fifties.  Two  men  and  six  women  were
interviewed.  Two  of the  participants  identified  as American  Indian,  two  as
African  American  and  four  as White  or European  American.  As  was
described  in the  methodology  section,  the  participants  were  selected
based  on their  community  standing  (leaders/scholars),  their  knowledge  of
cultural  trauma,  their  personal  experiences  related  to the  subject  matter,
and/or  their  knowledge  of healing.  All but  two  of the  participants  opted  to
have  their  identities  revealed  in the  thesis  document.  The  remaining
participants,  participants  one  and  three,  will  be identified  by these
numbers.
Introduction  of  the  Findings
The  findings  of this  chapter  are  organized  by racial/ethnic  group
story.  The  interview  questions  are  addressed  within  each  story.  For
example,  the  chapter  begins  with  the  African  American  experience  as told
by  the  participants  who  identify  as African  American.  Within  this  section,
the  issues  of culturally  traumatic  events  and  conditions,  the  effects  of
these  events  and  conditions  and  survival/healing  are  described.  Next,  the
story  of the  American  Indian  experience  is described.  Finally,  the
European  American  or White  story  is told  in two  parts,  first  by people  who
identify  as this  group.  Secondly,  insights  into  the  European  American
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story  are  given  by  the  American  Indian  and  African  American  participants.
It is important  to note  that  the  researcher  does  not  intend  to imply  that  the
participants  in this  study  speak  for  or fully  represent  the  diversity  of voices
from  within  their  groups.  Rather,  they  have  shared  experiences  and
knowledge  from  their  lives  and  from  what  they  have  observed  and  have
learned  about  their  people.
American  Indian  Experience
In the  experience  of  the  American  Indian  participants  of this  study,
the  historical/cultural  trauma  has  been  pervasive.  The  effects  have
devastated  their  way  of life  and  sense  of well-being.  Nonetheless,  some
of the  traditions  and  teachings  have  survived  due  to the  few  who
courageously  held  onto  them  despite  the  risks  involved.  These  spiritual
and  cultural  teachings  have  provided  the  basis  for  healing  today.
Traumatic  Events  and  Conditions
As  was  indicated  in the  literature,  the  history  of American  Indian
people  after  1492  was  replete  with  trauma.  The  themes  related  to trauma
that  were  expressed  by the  two  American  Indian  participants  include
betrayal;  loss  of culture,  way  of life  and  identity;  prejudice;  and  loss  of
life/violence.
Betrayal
Both  participants  spoke  about  the  ways  that  Ojibwe  people
welcomed  the  Europeans  with  openness  and  sharing  and  that  it was  met
with  deception  and  violence.  "When  a whole  new  people  came,  because
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our  people  respected  them  so much,  they  were  basically  really  taken
advantage  of and used  and beaten"  (Lovelace).
I would  say  from  the time  of European  contact  with  the  Ojibwe
Anishinaabe,  I know  from  the  stories  that  they  tried  to invite  them
into their  homes  and they  felt  like  they  got  back  stabbed.
Everything  that  they  shared  with  the  non-natives,  they  felt  like
everything  that  they  shared,  it was  turned  against  them.  And  so,
distrust  became  a very  big thing.  Do not  trust  the  White  man.  Do
not  trust  them. Do not believe  what  they  say. Everything  they've
said  has  become  nothing  but lies. It has  become  a trail  of broken
promises  (Jones).
Loss  of Culture/Way  of Life/Identity
In the experience  of the  American  Indian  participants,  as in the
experience  of the  African  American  participants,  a major  source  of trauma
and effect  of trauma  has  been  the  loss  of culture  and identity.
Subcategories  of this  effect  included  the  loss  of land,  the boarding  school
experience,  and religious  oppression.
It has  affected  since  the  day  that  immigrants  stepped  foot  on this
land  it has  affected  everything  about  our  culture,  who  we are...  our
way  of life was  destroyed.  Because  of boarding  schools,  because
of all the  things  that  happened  to our  people  historically.  A whole
way  of life was  just  torn  apart  (Lovelace).
The  nomadic  people  became  nomadic  no more.  We  were  forced
into reservations.  Forced  into a different  way  of life. So the
traveling  Indian  became  a boxed  in Indian  on the reservation.
Ishkonigan  means  left over.  Today  it became  the  translation  of
reservation.  Ishkonigan  means  leave  some.  Leave  it, what's  left
over. So that  is where  the  Indians  ended  up (Jones).
Loss  of land. Jones  details  the  experience  of her  ancestors
through  the  oral  history.
I remember  my great  grandfather  talking  about  that  and  how  they
ran from  the, they  literally  picked  up their  family  just,  my  great-great
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grandmother  and  my  great-great-grandfather,  and  they  left. They
went  north.  And  the  closer  the  Europeans  settled,  the  further  they
moved  back.  And  they  moved  with  the  animals.  Because  the  land
was  getting  cleared  and  all the  animals  were  moving  back  into  the
forest,  into  the  bush.  So did my  family.
Boardinq  school.  The  removal  of American  Indian  children  from
their  homes  to be placed  in boarding  schools  has  had  a devastating
traumatic  effect  on the  entire  culture.
And  one  of those  prophecies,  they  talk  about  the  removal  of the
children  from  the  homes.  How  do you  destroy  a culture?  You  take
the  children.  You  remove  the  essence  of their  being  and  that  is the
babies.  You  take  them  at a very  early  age  and  you  literally  force
assimilation  on them,  you  beat  the  language  out  of them...  My  first
language  is Ojibwe.  There  are  not  a lot of young  ones  like  me  that
can  say  that  today.  Here  in the  United  States,  maybe,  the  youngest
speaker  may  be sixty.  Today.  These  are  the  ones  that  went
through  that  boarding  school  thing,  the  residential  school
experience,  where  they  were  forcefully  taken  away  from  their
homes  (Jones).
Reliqious  oppression.  American  Indian  spiritual  beliefs  were
prohibited  by law. In addition,  many  of the  Indian  people  who  converted  to
Christianity  internalized  the  belief  that  the  traditional  spirituality  was  evil.
Christians  have  decided  that  we  were  a people  without  a religion.
A people  without  a culture.  But  we have  had  the  Midewin,  from
time  immemorial.  The  Midewin  is our  religion.  It's  very  strong,  and
it went  underground  for  a period  of time.  It went  underground  when
my  ancestors  were  told  that  it wasn't  good.  So all the  ceremonies
were  practiced  in secret...the  rest  of the  people  thought  what  we
were  doing  was  evil. And  they  made  fun  of my  grandparents,  they
made  fun  of my  parents,  they  made  fun  of all the  adults,  unknown
to me,  that  is what  was  happening.  So my  family  became  the  evil
ones,  the  wicked  ones  that  practiced  all that  witchcraft  and  voodoo
and  all that  (Jones).
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Prejudice
As is true  with  many  marginalized  groups,  there  is ongoing  trauma
present  as a result  of prejudice.
And  it is the  same  truth  with  my  own  ancestors.  They  realized  that
these  light  skinned  people  thought  less  of them.  They  didn't  see
them,  they  weren't  being  seen  as equals.  And  they  realized,  my
great-grandfather  realized  that  he was  not  considered  an equal  to
these  people.  Somehow  we  were,  through  the  ages,  we were  seen
as not  equals.  We  were  seen  beneath  and  less  than  a human
being.  We  were  treated  as such  in many  ways...  I did not
experience  prejudism  myself  until  I was  in high  school.  So,  being
thought  of as less  than  human.  For  me, it's hard  for  me  to digest
that.  Because  I've  always  seen  myself  as a very  proud
Anishinaabe  ikwe  [Ojibwe  or  original  woman]  (Jones).
Loss  of Life/Violence
There  is much  trauma  in American  Indian  history  around  loss  of life
and  violence.
There  was  a time  when  the  Indian  was  hunted  for  his hair. You
know,  it was  prophesized  that  it was  gonna  come  to that.  And  there
was  a time,  what  happens  to the  wolf  will  happen  to the  Indian.  Yes
that  has  come  to pass.  The  wolf  almost  became  extinct.  My
people  today  are  almost  extinct...because  we  were  not  a violent
race,  we  got  killed  off...The  diseases  that  were  brought  to this
country.  The  gifts  of blankets  covered  with  chicken  pox,  being
given  to the  Indians.  Kind  of  the  easiest  way  to be killed  and  the
Indians  were  very  trusting  (Jones).
Lovelace  also  references  that  "When  the  immigrants  came  to this  country,
our  people  were  basically  just  about  annihilated  for  the  land...literally,  they
tried  to kill us all."
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Effects  of the  Trauma
The  loss  of cultural  ways  of life listed  in the  previous  section  could
as easily  be listed  as effects  as listed  as traumas.  They  are  both.  In this
section,  these  ideas  are  expanded  upon.  The  effects  of the  trauma
described  by  the  American  Indian  participants  included  cultural  losses,
psychological/behavioral  effects,  sickness,  and  shame/guilt.
Cultural  Losses
The  effect  of cultural  losses  had  several  subcomponents  including
the  loss  of identity,  values  and  spirituality.
Loss  of identity.
Our  people  have  been  affected  by the  loss  of knowing  who  they
are...the  beauty  was  beaten  out  of them,  the  sense  of who  they
were...  each  individual  doesn't  know  their  own  vision  in life,  who
they  are  and  why  they  came,  they  don't  have  collectively,  the
people  don't  have  a vision  (Lovelace).
Loss  of values.  Jones  observes  the  loss  of traditional  values  in her
people.
Just  like  the  cultural  beliefs,  the  values,  the  traditions.  All of  those
shrunk  down  and  pushed  to the  wayside.  No longer  followed,  in a
big way....  We've  become  a veiy  selfish  race. Have  we become
more  a white  man  than  an Indian,  than  Anishinaabe....?  And  the
people  were  too  poisoned;  the  people  were  too,  it's almost  like
today.  Evil  almost  overruns  the  earth  today.  Selfishness  and
greed.  Don't  care  who  you  step  on, don't  care  who  you  hurt  as long
as you  get  to the  top.  My  people  are  like  that.  The  offices  in the
building  on the  reservations,  the  government  offices.  They're  so
corrupted.  They  are  so like  the  government  system.  Like  the
fighting  that's  going  on, the  wars  and  stuff  like  that.  Are  so much
like  the  wars  that  are  going  on right  on the  reservations,  families
fighting  families...  That's  a big cultural  difference  today.  People
hoard  it and  it's about  selfishness  and  self-centeredness.  It's  no
longer  about  sharing  and  caring  about  another  human  being.  It's  a
big  difference.
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Loss  of spirituality.  As  a result  of the  persecution  of the  traditional
religious  beliefs,  many  American  Indian  people  have  lost  their  spirituality.
"They  don't  believe  in creator  anymore.  They  believe  in only  what  they  can
see.  They  don't  believe  in spirit,  they're  afraid  of it" (Lovelace).
Psycholoqical/Behavioral  Effects
Some  of the  psychological  and  behavioral  effects  noted  by the
participants  include  gang  involvement,  imprisonment  and  suicide.
So if the  person  continues  to hear  how  bad,  and  they're  not  good
enough  and  blah  blah  blah,  the  person's  gonna  ultimately  believe,
and  they're  gonna  eventually  kill themselves.  They're  not  worthy
enough,  they're  not  good  enough.  Like  I'll never  be equal  to the
White  man  (Jones).
Sickness
The  sickness  described  by Lovelace  as an effect  of the  trauma  of
American  Indian  people  affects  many  dimensions  of the  person's  life.
They  don't  understand  anything  about  their  bodies,  their  feelings,
you  know  it's all affected  in that  way  so each  individual  person  is
walking  around  very  sick  and  they're  you  know,  continuing  to be in
sick  relationships,  having  children,  raising  sick  children,  it
continues...So  I think  the  sickness.  The  people  are  very  ill. In the
mind,  the  body,  the  spirit-they  don't  understand  spirit  and
emotion...  and  all these  physical  things  begin  to happen  because
they  don't  understand  who  they  are.
Shame  and  Guilt
A common  effect  of the  legacy  of oppression  and  prejudice  is
shame  and  guilt.
That  deep  embedded  shame  and  guilt  of being  who  we  are  as
North  American  Indians.  I feel  it at times.  Although  I was  not
directly  affected,  I feel  that  shame  sometimes.  Sometimes  I
experience  the  guilt.  I feel  guilty  for  being  Anishinaabe...  That  is
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why  it's  so difficult  for  you  to learn  your  own  language.  You  need  to
overcome  the  burden  of shame.  To overcome  the  burden  of guilt
as Anishinaabe  person,  as an Ojibwe  person.  Ojibwe's  are  so
deeply  ashamed  (Jones).
Survival  and  Healinq
Despite  the  attempts  to wipe  out  the  traditional  culture  and
spirituality  of American  Indian  people,  some  of this  has  survived.  "I'm
amazed  today  that  we  cariy  some  semblance  of who  we  once  were.
There  are  still  people  who  believe  in Creator  and  believe  in those  laws.
And  there  are  still  those  that  live  those  laws"  (Lovelace).  Jones  also
speaks  to this. "We  still  hold  those  beliefs.  They're  still  there.  They're  still
floating  around  there  in bits  and  pieces.  How  did we overcome  these
tragedies...  How  have  my  ancestors  survived  them?  They  always  ran  to
the  traditions.  And  they  always  ran  to believing."  The  ways  of surviving
and  healing  described  by  the  American  Indian  participants  include
spirituality,  culture/identity/vocation,  the  land,  and  emotional  healing.
Spirituality:  Prayer  and  Ceremony
For  the  American  Indian  participants,  their  spirituality  is indeed  a
prime  source  of healing.  They  spoke  in depth  about  the  importance  of the
Creator,  prayer  and  ceremony  in their  healing.
If you're  sick,  who  is going  to heal  you?  Do you  think  another
human  being  is going  to heal  you?  Another  human  being  is not
going  to heal  you.  The  only  one  who  has  the  power  to heal  or  to
give  life is the  creator...  when  we  talk  about  the  traditions  of  the
people  that  help  to bring  the  healing  about,  it's  believing  in the
creator  and  it's prayer...  I think  healing  occurs  for  me  through
ceremony.  You  have  to work  for  your  life (Lovelace).
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Jones  speaks  specifically  about  the  sweat  lodge  ceremony  and  its role  in
healing.  "Now  what  I see  working  is this. They're  going  back  to fast.
They're  going  back  into  the  sweat  lodge.  The  sweat  lodge  represents  the
womb  of your  mother."
Culture,  Identity  and  Vocation
For  Jones,  healing  efforts  need  to be lead  by  Ojibwe  people
themselves.  She  noted  the  attempts  by outside  counselors  and  their  lack
of success.  Lovelace  emphasized  the  role  of identity  in healing.
In order  to heal,  it goes  back  to knowing  who  you  are...You  have  to
know  who  you  are. You  have  to know  where  you  come  from.  You
see  people  always  want  to belong.  The  greatest  fear  of a person  is
to be rejected.  Is it not? If you  know  who  you  are,  you're  full  of
love,  you're  full  of life,  you  have  so much  to give,  you  know,  you're
not  scared.
The  cultural  knowledge  via  the  language  was  an important  aspect
of healing  as well.
We  need  to make  that  reconnection  with  the  culture  and  the
language.  So,  when  you  learn  the  language,  you  learn  more  about
the  culture.  Because  if you  don't  have  comprehension  of the
language,  how  is it you're  going  to have  a cultural  understanding  in
its totality  if you  don't  have  the  language?  Because  a lot of our
history  is in the  language  (Jones).
Land
Spending  time  on the  land  was  also  an important  healing  source
mentioned.  "When  you're  on the  land  there's  an energy  that  comes  from
the  land  that  heals.  And  we're  stuck  in these  boxes  today,  in these
houses  on the  cement"  (Lovelace).
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Emotional  Healinq
Many  aspects  of emotional  healing  were  discussed  by the
American  Indian  participants.  These  included  letting  go of fear,
Healing  through  laughter,  and  making  the  choice  to be loving,  open  and
caring.  Also  mentioned  was  overcoming  the  "burden  of shame,  to
overcome  the  burden  of guilt  as an Anishinaabe  person"  (Jones).  She
was  particularly  concerned  about  the  healing  of the  men.
Our  warriors  need  to heal.  Our  men  warriors  need  their  healing.
How  do they  do that?  They  need  to make  the  long  journey  from
their  minds  to their  hearts  and  back  again  and  keep  that  line  open,
and  keep  that  connection  open.  They  need  to fill that  void  inside  of
themselves,  with  good,  positive  feelings,  their  emotional  self  needs
to be nurtured  and  healed.  Our  men  need  to be nurtured  and
healed.  We  need  to tell  them  that  it's ok to feel.  That  it's  ok to
have  more  than  one  emotion,  anger.
African  American  Experience
Although  the  histories  were  different,  the  African  American
experience  of trauma  and  healing  included  many  of the  same  components
as the  American  Indian  experience.  The  historical  and  cultural  trauma  is
around  slavery,  racism,  violence  and  killing.  The  effects  to African
American  people  have  been  far-reaching  and  intergenerational.  The
healing  again  includes  reconnecting  to histoiy  and  identity.
Traumatic  Events  and  Conditions
The  traumatic  events  and  conditions  suffered  by  African  American
people,  both  currently  and  historically,  that  were  listed  and  described  by
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the  participants  reflect  the  literature.  These  include  slavery,  racism,
poverty,  wars,  kidnappings,  molestation,  rape,  uprooting,  apartheid
(separate  facilities),  killings  (lynchings)  and  police  profiling.  Participant  1
says,  "l think  we have  not  adequately  examined  or given  justice  to the
depth  of the  trauma  that  has  been  experienced  by both  the  children  of the
master  class  and  the  children  of the  slave  class.  Nelsen  emphasizes  the
large  numbers  of deaths  involved.
This  enormous  uprooting  and  killing  of people...you  know,  the
African  passage  and  you  add  lynchings,  I mean  more  than  a million
people  lost  their  lives  in lynchings.  They  don't  know  how  many
people  were  lost  in the  middle  passage,  just  coming  between  here
and  Africa.  Not  to mention  the  millions  that  were  killed  in Africa  and
their  bones  were  just  there,  In fact,  they  used  to know  the  slave
route  from  the  coast  to the  interior  just  by  the  bones.
She  emphasized  that  lynchings  still  go on.
Both  participants  pointed  out  the  psychological  devaluation  and
insult.  Nelson  refers  to the  "psychological  trauma  of being  devalued,  not
only  as human  beings  but  as people  of intelligence.  And  that  goes  on all
the  time.  It happens  to me."  Participant  1 spoke  of the  insult  implicit  in the
double  standard  of governmental  actions  in relation  to the  9/1 1/01  terrorist
attacks.
When  the  country  was  called  together,  the  president  said  that  dead
or alive  we must  track  down  and  get  the  perpetrators  that  would
terrorize  and  traumatize  us as a country,  'in God  we  trust'  and  'God
bless  America.  And  about  a month  before  that  he indicated  there
would  be no discussions  of reparations  for  slavery  by he or his
appointees...  yet  those  who  were  terrorized  and  traumatized  and
descendents  of that  whole  process  of being  made  into  chattel  now
called  African  Americans,  are  told,  'not  only  do we  not  want  to talk
about  what  happened,  we  don't  appreciate  you  wanting  to talk
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about  it and  you  dare  not  to mess  with  us, and  the  rules  that  apply
to us are  not  the  rules  that  apply  to you.
Effects  of the  Trauma
The  participants  described  many  effects  of the  trauma  that  African
American  people have experience. These are intergenerational  somatic,
psychological/behavioral,  and  cultural.
Interqenerational  Effects
The  participants  had  many  insights  into  the  effects  of the  traumatic
events  and  conditions  upon  the  African  American  people.  One  described
these  effects  as being  long-lasting.  "One  of my  professors...who  does
research  on race  and  slavery...says  that  the  psychological,  economic,
psychosocial  effects  of slavery  take  300  years  to disappear  from  a
people."  (Nelsen)  indeed,  these  intergenerational  effects  affects  are  also
noted  by participant  one.
As  you  know,  even  if you  don't  admitlo  certain  things,  you  still
transmitcertairi  things.  Generation  after  generation  of sacred
secrets  are  transmitted  without  a historical  context  being  applied  to
them,  and  the  effects  of the  trauma  are  still  being  felt...The
childhood  experiences  of each  generation  are  bad  enough,  but
each  generation  is also  carrying  the  baggage,  if you  will,  of their
ancestors.
Somatic  Effects
Both  participants  listed  physical  and  biological  effects  related  to the
trauma.  These  included  high  blood  pressure,  stress  related  disorders,
weight  problems,  sexual  dysfunction  problems.
The  health  issues  come  straight  out  of slavery,  I do believe.  And
it's kind  of stupid  to talk  about  them  in the  sort  of truncated  way  that
we have  now. Talking  about,  well  black  people  have  high  blood
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pressure.  Wonder  why,  when  they're  faced  with  all these  traumas
and  lack  of closure  and  lack  of success  really,  in many  ways
because  of these  things  (Nelsen).
Psycholoqical  and  Behavioral  Effects
Many  are  the  psychological/behavioral  effects  of the  trauma  listed
by  the  participants.  Some  include  grief,  crime,  suicide  and  insanity.
Survival  guilt  was  described  by Nelsen.
Our  children  are  embarrassed  about  slavery.  And  they  say  things
like,  well  why  didn't  you  kill  them?  Well,  why  didn't  you  try? Wasn't
it better  to have  died  than  to have  lived?  And  so many  of us have
survivor  guilt  as a result.
Internalized  victimization.  Internalized  victimization  is a concept
credited  to Fanon  out  of his psychology  of oppression  (Bulhan,  1985).
Nelsen  describes  this.
I think  the  trauma  has  been  for  many  people  not  only  to be
victimized,  but  to feel  victimized.  In other  words,  say  to
themselves,  'what's  the  point,  why  shouldl  even  try?'...it's  had  the
effect  of breaking  many  of us...when  other  people  devalue
you...the  worst  part  is you  start  to devalue  yourself...  or
psychological  trauma  of being  devalued.  Not  only  as human
beings,  but  as people  of intelligence.  And  that  goes  on all the  time.
It happens  to me.  It happened  to me  this  week  with  other  white
colleagues.  It's  the  psychological  devaluation  of one's  self.  It's  not
only  the  psychological  trauma,  but  it's  also  the  trauma  that  makes
you  feel  yourself  as not  being  beautiful.
Cultural  Effects
One  tragic  effect  of oppression  and  historical  trauma  for  all too
many  people  groups  has  been  the  loss  of culture,  including  history,
language  and  traditional  beliefs.  According  to Nelsen,  the  African
American  population  is no exception.
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The  effect  on not  only  all the  rest  of the  stuff,  but  also  on language.
I think  it has  really  caused  the  language  in a sense  to go
underground.  And  not  be able  to, the  various  dialects  and
languages  that  people  spoke  when  they  came  here  are  just
vanished.  They  just  disappeared.  But  not  to mention  that  but  also
the  religious  beliefs.  They  haven't  vanished,  they  have  been
subsumed  into  what  we now  practice  as Christianity,  but  it wasn't
Christianity.
Survival  and  Healinq
When  asked  how  they  see  African  American  people  as having
survived  and  healed,  participant  1 explained  that  it is important  to
distinguish  between  survival  and  healing.  This  point  was  noted  by various
participants  across  racial  lines.  Areas  of survival  and  healing  described  by
the  participants  included  reclaiming  cultural  history,  ceremonies  and
identity.  It was  also  described  as important  for  the  healing  of African
American  people  that  the  European  Americans  acknowledge  the  trauma
caused  by themselves  and  their  ancestors.
Healinq  Traditions  Gone  Awry
I would  like  to talk  about  this  in a different  kind  of way  because  an
assumption  we  hear  too  often,  that  when  we  talk  about  healing
traditions  - all healing  traditions  are  about  health.  I'd like  to submit
that  healing  traditions  can  also  be about  simply  surviving.  And  that
there  are  those  healing  traditions  that  may  be a balm  for  the
moment-useful  in a transitory  way,  but  because  the  insults  don't
get  resolved,  they  become  permanent  fixtures  (participant  1 ).
Furthermore,  as he explained,  many  of these  traditions  which  were
originally  healing  have  been  corrupted.  Such  traditions  are  eating
(including  social  aspects)  which  has  lead  to obesity,  diabetes,  and  other
health  problems.  Originally  dancing  and  music  were  experienced  as
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healing.  Now,  he says,  they  are  fueled  with  conflict  and  violence.  The
church,  a historically  healing  community  contains  people  with  the  physical
and  psychological  disorders  listed,  which,  he says,  suggest  God  is
impotent  to address  the  effects  of slavery  and  racism.
Functional  Healinq
Healing  avenues  discussed  by Nelson  included  a strong  spiritual
base,  the  connectedness  and  relationships,  the  emphasis  on education
and  a tradition  of Black  social  workers  and  psychologists,  intellectuals  and
artists.
Reclaiminq  of culture,  history,  and  ceremonies.  Part  of the  healing
for  African  American  people  has  been  around  reclaiming  their  cultural
heritage  and  history.
We  have  started  reclaiming  our  healing  ceremonies,  our  wedding
ceremonies,  not  only  from  the  slave  period,  but  from  the  African
period,  And  not  just  ceremonies  that  are  current,  but  ceremonies
that  are  ancient,  that  we now  know  about.  So,  it's not  unusual  to go
to a wedding  or baptism  or whatever  and  have  everybody  including
the  pastor  in African  dress.  And  having  the  ancient  naming
ceremonies  for  example.  Children  having  two,  really  kind  of two
names  and  we've  created  the  ceremonies  which  are,  by the  way,
introducing  new  values  and  healing  into  the  community  (Nelsen).
Adolescent  rites  of passage  such  as botillions  and  cotillions  have  been
transformed  from  emphasizing  manners  and  refinement  alone.
That  has  metamorphosed  into  something  quite  different  now. And
yes,  the  girls  have  the  big pretty  gowns  and  all that  sort  of thing  and
everybody  comes  and  yes  they  dance  a little  bit  of the  minuet,  but
their  six  weeks  have  been  spent  doing  community  service,  learning
about  black  history,  it's  been  an entirely  different  experience  for
them.  And  our  people  have  begun  to realize  that  our  kids  needed  a
Rites  of Passage,  which  they  had  in the  old days,  but  which  were
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taken  from  us. When  we  went  through  slavery.  So they've  been
putting  it back  (Nelsen).
Additional  Healinq  Necessary
Reconnection  to history  and  identity.  According  to participant  1, in
order  to process  trauma  one  must  have  in place  a perceptible  historical
process,  a sense  for  one's  own  place  in that  process,  and  a promise  of
what  one's  culture  has  to offer.  As is discussed  previously,  efforts  have
been  undertaken  in the  African  American  community  to begin  this  process.
He also  emphasized  the  need  for  the  African  American  community  to stop
striving  to meet  the  white  standard  of success  and  develop  a new  and
different  standard  based  on their  own  experiences  and  strengths.
Acknowledqement  of the  trauma  by European  Americans.
According  to Nelsen,  African  American  people  have  been  held  back  from
healing  by the  unwillingness  or inability  of European  Americans  to
honestly  acknowledge  the  magnitude  of the  trauma  of slavery.
It's  kind  of like  the  elephant  in the  room.  I think  that  our  healing  will
never  be complete  until  slavery  is acknowledged,  forgiveness  is
asked  and  given.  It's  about  acknowledging  this  enormous
uprooting  and  killing  of people...  it's real  obvious  to me,  until  white
people  acknowledge  that  they  have  benefited  from  our
enslavement,  And  the  fact  that  you  are  white  means  that  you
could,  within  several  generations,  just  bleed  into  the  larger  white
community.  We  never  bleed,  we never  blend.  And  for  you  to say
that  you  came  from  Sicily  and  you  had  it so hard  and  this  and  this
and  that.  You  were  not  enslaved.  Those  two  things  are  not
comparable.  And  when  people  finally  say,  ok, let's  admit  that  there
is nothing  comparable  to slavety,  then  we'll  be able  to let it go.  If
people  say,  yeah,  that  was  a really  horrible  thing  and  I understand
how  I benefit,  that  I'm able  to live  safely  in a suburb  that  you  can't
live  in. Or  a small  town  that  you  can't  live  in.
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Governmental  action.  Fair  housing  and  employment  were
mentioned  by Nelsen  as important  for  the  healing  of African  American
people.  She  says,  "l think  it's absolutely  obvious  too,  that  people  in
government  have  got  to take  it on.
European  American  Experience
The  story  of the  European  American  experience  of  trauma,  its
effects  and  healing  has  not  been  adequately  examined.  Therefore,  all of
the  participants  in this  study  were  asked  to comment  on these  isSueS  from
their  experience  and  observations.  The  European  American  experience  is
described  in two  sections.  First,  it is told  by  those  who  identify  as
European  American.  Secondly,  it is told  from  the  observations  of the
American  Indian  and  African  American  participants.
The  testimony  of the  European  American  participants  provided  a
rich  template  for  beginning  explorations  of these  issues.  The  participants
spoke  of the  pre-emigration  and  post-emigration  trauma  their  people  had
experienced.  They  examined  the  extensive  effects  and  suggested  ways
of healing.
Traumatic  Events  and  Conditions
The  European  American  participants  in this  study  were  surprisingly
articulate  and  knowledgeable  about  the  historical  and  contemporary
trauma  they  have  observed  and  experienced  in European  American
people.  The  events  they  described  can  be grouped  into  the  following
categories  of pre-emigration  history,  the  immigrant  and  settling
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experience,  emigration  causes,  cutoff  from  friends/family  and  culture,
wars  and  the  traumatic  components  of American  culture.
Pre-Emiqration  History
Some  areas  of trauma  stemming  from  ancestors  in Europe  included
war,  widespread  defeat  and conquering,  the inquisition,  massacres  and
plagues,  Wilke  explains,
... take  Germany.  The  most  recent  has  been  obviously  World  War
II, the  bombings,  the  complete  destruction  of the  culture  twice.  And
if you  trace  it back  even  300  years,  1630  or something,  the  30
years  war,  there  was  30 years  of war  where  cities  were  basically
annihilated,  populations  were  reduced  by 70%,  when  you  think
about  those  generations  carrying  that  sense  of trauma  and  then  the
collective  rage  that  occurs.
One  participant  spoke  of dreams  she  had  which  were  examples  of
what  her  ancestors  went  through.  In one,  a village  was  being  burned  and
the people  were  locked  inside  a building.  All the  villagers  were  killed. In a
second  dream,  her  sister  had the  plague.
I just  had  to sit there  and  watch  her  die and  there  was  nothing  I
could  do about  it. And  it was  just  like I was  watching  her  and  her
skin  started  to shrink  down  so it was  almost  like I was  looking  at a
skeleton,  with really  thin  skin  on her  face  and  her  eyes  were  all
sunken  in....  and I was  just  thinking  I have  never  lived  through  the
plague.  I have  never  lived  through  watching  every  single  person
that  you know  being  raped  and  killed  and  taken  from  you. I've
never  had  to experience  all that  trauma  and  pain  and I don't  know
how  I would  react. I don't  know  if that  if I saw  an entire  village
being  burned  and  there  was  only  two  or three  of us left over,  I don't
know  if I would  go crazy.  I don't  know  if I would  totally  go insane
and  just  leave  it, and  be consumed  with  hate. I don't  know  what
would  happen  if I had  to watch  my  family  die and  there  was  nothing
I could  do about  it. I don't  know  (Ryan).
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Immiqration  and  Settlinq  Experience
Many  of the  participants  mentioned  the  immigrant  experience  as an
area  of hardship  and  trauma  in the  history  of their  people.  Areas  included
the  causes  of emigration,  the  cutoff  from  culture/friends  and  family,  the
settling  experience  and  prejudice/discrimination.
Causes  of emiqration.  Wilke  alluded  to the  nature  of emigration
and  the  implicit  trauma  involved.
.,,immigrants  by their  nature  don't  fit in where  they  came  from.
They're  already  oddballs  for  whatever  reason,  there's  been,  they're
on the  receiving  end  of something.  People  that  have  got  a good
thing  going,  they  stay  there.  They  don't  move,  so  they're  already
disillusioned.
Cutoff  from  culture  and  friends/family.  Two  participants
emphasized  the  trauma  of being  uprooted  culturally  and  relationally.
I think  coming  to this  country,  leaving  your  home,  most  of the  time
under  duress  and  having  to recreate  traditions  and  create  a new
home  that  integrates  the  new  land  with  the  old  was  tremendously
stressful.  And  just  the  fact  that  so often  being  alone,  away  from  all
that  support  (Wilke).
.,, immigration,  which  seems  like  it's  a huge  thing  to me  in terms  of
people  just  emotionally  being  cut  off  from  their  families...  Harriet
Goldhor  Lerner  is a systems  theorist  and  she  talked  some  about
the  immigration  stuff  and  just  the  huge  amount  of loss  that  happens
like  and  emotional  cutoff.  If there's  abuse  or something  and  people
just  stop  the  connection,  and  all of the  unprocessed  pain  that's
present  in that....A  few  years  ago  we  found  letters  and  they  were  all
written  in Norwegian  and  we  had  somebody  come  and  translate
them,  They  were  just  gut  wrenching,  'my  dear  brother,  I imagine  the
next  time  I see  you  will  be in heaven,  but  I so long  for  you.'  And  it
was  just  like,  oh my  God.  And  trying  to imagine,  then  what  do you
do with  that  pain  (Bean).
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Two  participants  spoke  of the  impacts  of settling  and
homesteading.  These  pressures  likely  resulted  in an inability  to take  time
for  healing.  "I also  think  that  there  was  tons  of challenges  around
homesteading  and  trying  to fit in and  survival  kinds  of, having  to live  in a
survival  place"  (Bean).
when  my  mom's  grandparents  came  over  from  Switzerland,  they
moved  into  a mushroom  farm  and  they  didn't  have  any  idea  how  to
run a mushroom  farm,  so that's  what  my  grandpa  was  doing  was
tiying  to get  this  farm  going,  and  in the  first  year  that  they  were
here,  my  grandmother  gave  birth  to a set  of twins...  So  trying  to
nurse  a set  of twins,  and  then  she  would  have  had  to do all the
cooking,  all the  cleaning,  all the  gardening  and  the  canning,
because  they  had  to grow  their  own  food  and  nurse  the  set  of twins
because  grandpa  was  out  working,  trying  to get  this  farm  to run...
And  my mom  said  that  they  lived  in an old farmhouse  and  it was
really  cold  and  like  really  drafty,  so in that  first  year  one  of the  twins
died  and  so my  grandmother  would  have  needed  to mourn  the  loss
of her  child,  but  in that  same  year  she  gave  birth  to a second  set  of
twins...  And  then  I found  out  about  my  mom's  mom,  my  dad's  mom
and  it was  like  she  had  seven  kids  and  my  grandfather  drank  a lot
and  so my  grandmother  went  to work  from  7 at night  to 7 in the
morning,  she  would  get  home,  cook  breakfast,  get  all the  kids  off  to
school  and  then  have  to have  lunch  ready  because  my  grandpa
and  the  kids  came  home  for  lunch.  They  would  leave,  she  would
cook  dinner,  put  dinner  on the  table,  for  five,  sleep  for  two  hours
and  then  go, and  she  did  that  for  like  twenty  five  years  (Ryan).
Prejudice  and  discrimination.  One  participant  and  her  family
experience  much  trauma  as a result  of having  Polish  heritage  in a German
dominated  town.
...we  put  up with  a lot of abuse,  our  family  did. I mean  my  dad
wasn't  considered  for  job  promotions  while  he was  working  under
this  certain  group,  they  were  all like  family  and  they  were  all made
up of Germans  for  the  most  part...but  they  ran  the  community  and  if
people,  if anybody  went  against  any  of these  family  members,  they
would  be beaten  up, like  after  they  came  back  from  their  shift  work
or whatever...  the  things  they  did  to my  parents,  or even  our  house.
I got  beat  up after  school.  Nobody  protected  me;  l didn't  feel  like
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anyone  cared,  I couldn't  come  home  and  say  anything...  But  very
early  on, I couldn't  understand  why  I was  different  than  everyone
else.  Why  certain  kids  weren't  even  allowed  to play  with  me,  or
bring  me home.  And  I didn't  understand  what  that  was  all about.
We  played  together  but  they  couldn't  tell  their  parents.  Or  if I hung
around  with  one  of them,  we  couldn't  tell,  we  had  to hide  if other
kids  came  around  so they  couldn't  see  them  playing  with  me.  And
there  would  be different  people  at different  times  I'd play  with  you
know,  and  it all had  to be a secret  (Klamer).
American  Wars
A participant  emphasized  trauma  around  the  American  wars  of this
century.  "World  War  I and  II and  Vietnam...it  seems  like  that  certainly  has
impacted  people,  tons  of loss  and  Joss of safety"  (Bean).
Traumatic  Aspects  of Dominant  American  Culture
Wilke,  along  with  participants  of other  racial  backgrounds,
emphasized  aspects  of the  American  culture  that  have  much  impact.
Among  these  are  the  materialism,  speed/technology,  and  brutality.  "It's
part  of our  past  that  we have  this  brutality  that  this  country  was  built  on a
lot of greed  and  the  deviousness.
...another  thing  that  I think  is injurious...  the  emphasis  on speed
and  efficiency...  humanity,  the  human  spirit  being  forced  to become
more  like  machines  that  we make  with  computers  and  freeways
and  speed  (Wilke).
Guilt  and  Shame
Many  participants  spoke  of the  issues  of shame  and  guilt  for
historical  evils  that  have  a traumatic  effect  on European  American  people.
...then  you  add  in all these  other  internal  difficulties  like  cultural
guilt  and  shame  and  anybody  who  really  sits  for  a minute  they  have
to think  about,  well,  what  is my  responsibility  and  what  do I do and
what  was  done  before  me and  what  am I doing  now  to continue  in
the  same  vein  (Wilke).
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Bean  echoes  these  thoughts  and adds  some  of her own ancestral  history.
I think  there's  guilt  for  slavery,  I think  there  is guilt  for  the
mistreatment  of Native  Americans...  if you start  to have  any kind  of
understanding  or sensitivity  to those  cultures,  then I think  a barrage
of that  floods  in...l  had this sort  of awareness  of it feeling  like this
was my father's  land, that  went  to my father,  and now  it would
come  to me. And how did we get it? What  was  the story? That
clearly  Indians  had lived there,  you know,  what  was  that  journey
that  it took  and what  kind of, you know,  were  they  just  camped
there  in their  journey,  what  kind of actions  happened  to them.  Who
died in the process,  and so it was just  this unfolding  of all kinds  of
feelings...  And also of feeling  the guilt  and the shame  about,  why  is
this in my  family?
Effects  of the Trauma
The effects  of the trauma  on European  Americans,  both  individually
and collectively  have  been  far-reaching.  The participants  had much  to say
about  what  they  believe  and have  experienced  these  effects  to be. Some
areas  they  spoke  of included  grief, loss of culture  and identity,  loss of
collective  pride  and history,  loss of spiritual  depth,  guilt and shame,
intergenerational  effects,  numbness/dissociation,  technology/business,
loss of connectivity/relationships,  somatic  symptoms,
separation/compartmentalization/projections,  negative  cultural  values  and
addictions.
Grief
Grief  was  an effect  specifically  mentioned  by two  participants.  "A
sense  of grief,  just  a deep  deep  sense  of grief  and loss. There's  loss
inevitably  in life but these  losses  kind of transcend  what  is normal"  (Wilke).
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...growing  up, I always  had  this  sense  of grief  that  I always  remember
carrying  and  it always  felt  to me like it was  bigger  that  what  made  sense
and  I didn't  really  understand  it" (Bean).
Loss  of Culture  and  Identity
Most  of the  participants  spoke  in detail  about  the  loss  of culture  and
identity.  This  was  a major  theme  between  participants.
A lot of people  are  a people  without  roots,  and  that  we  just  have
really  lost  our  sense  of being  grounded  in our  cultural  identity....
And  I think  that  when  people  came,  often  times  there  was  such  a,
this  goes  back  to the  immigration  thing,  but  there  was  just  such  a
desire  to fit in that  you  let go of what's  true  to your  heritage...  But
you  know,  I grew  up in a Norwegian  family  having  no clue  that  what
was  present  was  Norwegian,  because  my  family  was  just  so
interested  in fitting  in, and  I think  that  it was  a small  community
where  everybody  did everything  the  same,  so you  lost  any  sense  of
being  able  to look  at yourself  (Bean).
I think  for  me  it's, I had  no identity;  I had  no sense  of self...  I didn't
know  who  I was.  And  I really  believe  that  was  all part  of it.
Because  I think  if we  were  going  to shed  and  deny  all of those
things,  there  were  other  things  that  came  with  it that  we  denied  too,
About  who  we  were.  So, I'd say  and  we really  got  some  struggles...
And  so I would  say  that  we have  a rough  time  finding  out  what  is
our  traditions  and  culture.  We  don't  know  what  it, we  let it go...
We'd  try  to keep  up so  much  with  being,  what  being  American
meant  that  we  didn't  know  who  we  were...all  us kids,  we  wanted  to
get  rid of our  last  name,  none  of us kept  our  last  name,  six  females,
all younger  than  me,  no one  kept  their  last  name,  they  wanted  to
move  on.  We  all wanted  to get  away  from  our  heritage  and  it
wasn't  until  we  were  older  that  we  thought,  'here  our  parents  spoke
Polish,  our  grandparents  spoke  polish,  none  of us learned  the
Polish  language,  none  of us wanted  to learn  more  about  our  family
histoiy.  We  worked,  all of our  efforts  were  on trying  to be not
Polish,  or emphasizing  our  German  part  of us which  was  more,  and
then  we  had  this  Irish  part  which  also  wasn't  as accepted  either
(Klamer).
...we've  lost  our  identity;  we  don't  really  know  who  we  are
anymore....  I think  that  that  is the  thing  that  affects  our  people  the
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most,  is that  long  forgetfulness  of who  we are  and  what  we're  really
supposed  to be doing  here  on earth  (Ryan).
Loss  of Collective  Pride  and  History
Like  many  of the  themes  brought  out  by  the  participants,  the  theme  of loss
of collective  pride  is reflected  in the  literature.  All of the  participants  spoke
of this.
There's  incredible  stories  that  have  got,  where  I think  there  could
be great  pride,  you  know,  that  I think  have  really  gotten  lost...
outside  of mind  and  put  it behind  you  and  kind  of the  rugged
individualism  is what  I experienced  and  that  you  in part,  and  I
attribute  that  I now  think  that's  very  weird  to not  have  family
pictures  around.  But  that  was  in the  past.  And  I remember  when  I
was  trying  to get  my  mother  to tell  stories  (Bean).
Ryan  also  speaks  to this.
That  true  understanding  of who  we  are  as a people,  the  gifts  that
we  carry,  the  beautiful  things  that  we have  to offer,  being  able  to
feel  like  that  real  strength  and  courage,  and  faith  and  like  all of the
things  that  make  you  really  strong  and  proud  as a people,  I think
that  we  haven't  felt  that  for  so long.
Wilke  refers  to "sense  of alienation  from  kind  of a cohesive  sense  of
history,,,we  have  to wipe  out  the  past  and  move  ahead.  According  to
Klamer,
All  the  things  that  we could  have  hung  on to, we lost  touch  with.
We  didn't  ask  for  the  stories,  we  didn't  want  to know  the  stories  as
grandkids.  We  wanted  to be modern.  We  wanted  to prove  that  we
were  everything  that  was,  that  our  village  wanted  us to be, I guess.
To  be more  normal.  That's  the  really  sad  part.
Loss  of Spiritual  Depth
Most  participants  have  observed  a lack  of spiritual  awareness  and
depth  on the  part  of European  Americans.  "The  blessing  of some  other
cultures,  having  cultivated  more,  kind  soul  underneath  than  what  my
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perception  is that  we as white  people  have  had  to do...  there's  a huge
spiritual  hunger  in this  culture"  (Bean).
What  I see  as being  the  biggest  problem  for  our  people  is just
acknowledging  that  there  is a whole  world  of spirit  that  is out  there.
And  I think  that  that  whole  numbness,  becoming  numb  to that  and
just  like  going  to church  on Sunday,  that  was  fine,  you  go to church
on Sunday,  you  pray,  you  try  to live  like  a holy  life, but  they  were
just  so busy  doing  all the  other  stuff...  there  was  a long  period
where  we were  kind  of just  asleep.  Asleep  spiritually,  just  kind  of
like  go through  the  motions  of going  to church  on Sunday  and  doing
your  best  to raise  the  kids  and  there  were  a lot of really  kind  people
and  really  good  things  that  happened,  I'm not  saying  everyone
walked  around  numb,  but  as far  as there  being  even  thinking  about
a world  of spirit  and  I have  a spiritual  destiny  on the  earth  that  is
more  than  just  working  as a nurse  or doing  this  or doing  this,  I think
that  spiritual  sleep  that  people  went  into  was  a way  of surviving
because  they  didn't  have  the  answers  and  they  didn't  really  want  to
go there  (Ryan).
Guilt  and  Shame
Guilt  and  shame  are  both  traumatic  in themselves,  and  effects  of
trauma.  Participants  described  shame  around  their  heritage,  their
personhood,  and  about  the  history  of harmful  actions  towards  other  races.
And  the  shame  piece...what  it tapped  for  me  was,  when  he talked
about  my  white  guilt  was  not  just  guilt  about  my  behavior,  but
shame  actually  about  myself  as a person...  So also  it would  seem
like  tied  to that  would  be a lot of shame  about  identity  and  ways  in
which  we have  been  perpetrators  and  the  difficulty  in being  able  to
claim  that  whole  shadow  side...  I think  there's  guilt  for  things  that
we've  done  (Bean).
And  it's like  I can't  even  believe  that  I had  to feel  that  way  about
being  Polish.  That's  just  really  incredibly  sad. That's  just  a tough
thing  to think  that  I was  embarrassed  about  being  Polish.  I didn't
want  anyone  to know...  because  we really  grew  up thinking  that  we
were  stupid...  it was  like  our  blood  was  really  bad. Like  there  was
really  something  physically,  like  if we  touched  kids  and  stuff  like
that,  they'd  react  to it...l  didn't  have  good  feelings  about  what  I
should  deserve  or what  I should  have  (Klamer).
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Ryan  describes  the  shame  and  guilt  she  felt  related  to her  race  in great
detail.
I hated  everything  about  being  White,  like I was  really  ashamed  of
it... I wished  I was  anything  but  White  ...  I was  ashamed  of where  I
came  from,  I was  ashamed  of the  history...  there's  like  a total,  a
really  deep  rooted  sense  of guilt  that's  in us, that  is so strong  that
we sit there  and  feel  like  totally  unworthy...when  I was  little,  I had
this  idea  that  God  was  like  always  mad  at me  and  punishing  me...  I
remember  being  aware  of the  fact  that  I had  saliva  in my  mouth  and
I was  swallowing  it and  I remember  looking  around  at other  people
and  I couldn't  see  them  doing  it and  I automatically  thought  that
God  hated  me  and  he was  punishing  me and  there  was  something
really  wrong  with  me and  I hope  my  parents  never  find  out  because
God  must  be mad  at me. And  that  same  thing  happened  when  I
lost  my  first  tooth,  I didn't  tell  anybody  that  I had  a loose  tooth  and  I
had  never  heard  of people  losing  their  teeth,  so one  of my  teeth
started  to get  wiggly  and  loose  and  then  it would  get  looser  and
like, I would  hear  lot's  of negative  stuff,  like  that  dark  side.  And  it
would  say  things  like  you're  so awful,  God  hates  you,  he's  gonna
make  all your  teeth  fall  out  to punish  you. Like  stuff  like  that.  And
I'm just  like,  when  I started  remembering  those  things,  I'm like,
where  the  hec  did that  come  from....  When  I started  remembering
the  thoughts  and  the  voices  that  I would  hear,  that  was  like  from
stuff  that,  I like,  I know  that  that  was  from  stuff  that  has  happened  in
the  past  and  that  there  has  been  this  deep-seated  guilt  that  has
passed  on from  generation  to generation  because  I can  see  it in my
family,  like I can  see  it in my  cousins  and  my  aunts  and  my
uncles...  I used  to feel  like  the  only  way  for  me  to do that  was  to
walk  around  feeling  guilty.  Like  I thought  that  guilt  was  my
punishment  or my  cross  to bear,  or  whatever  they  call  it. If I walk
around  and  spend  my  life  feeling  guilty  and  ashamed,  then  at least
that's  showing  God  and  showing  other  people  that  I'm not  one  of
them,  And  you  know,  like  looking  back  at that  today,  like  that  just
seemed  like  a normal,  logical  explanation  then,  but  looking  back  on
that  today,  it's like,  that  doesn't  help  anyone.
Interqenerational  Trauma
Several  participants  spoke  of the  trauma  being  passed  down  to
subsequent  generations.  Bean  shared,  "My  belief  is that  the  people  that
immigrated  had  no room  to deal  with  that  stuff  emotionally  and  so that
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really  has  gotten  passed  on to the  next  generations  without  any  sense  of
what  that  emotional  content  is that  they're  carrying."  Ryan  gave  an
example  of a man  who  selfish  actions  cause  other  people  their  lives  and
the  effects  this  has.
Say  that  man  had  kids.  His kids  are  never  gonna  know  what
happened,  but  in their  home,  their  dad  is just  totally  like  haunted  by
the  memory  of that,  I'm sure  he's  gonna  have  nightmares...  he's
gonna  be like  really  emotionally  tormented  and  almost  like  trying  to
live in hell  kind  of a thing.  So his  kids,  that's  their  father,  so there's
like  you  know,  psychiatrists  and  stuff  that  look  at that  and  like  ok,
like  you  pick  up the  behaviors  of  your  parents,  and  you  know  that's
true.  But  those  kids  are  going  to feel  that  same  kind  of
numbness....His  kids  are  going  to carry  that  with  them  too  because
nothing  was  ever  done  to correct  that  and  then  his  grandkids  and
their  kids,  and  it's like  a generational  thing.  And  so their  kids  are
not  born  thinking,  you  know,  oh, I'm gonna  have  to do something  to
correct  this  thing  that  happened  with  my  dad  because  he's
obviously  not  gonna  tell  them.  And  then  the  grandkids  certainly
aren't  thinking  that  way,  and  so that's  an example  of one  man  who
you  know,  say  like  200  years  later,  there  are  a lot of people  walking
the  earth  right  now  that  are  a(fected  by  his  actions  because  the
whole  concept  of doing  like  ancestor  ceremonies  to connect  with
our  ancestors,  to learn  from  them  but  also  to be able  to correct
what  happened  in the  past  and  make  that  line  clear  again,  that
notion,  it's  just  like  you  never  hear  about  it.
Wilke  speaks  about  the  harshness  (or  abusiveness)  of the  German  culture
being  passed  down.  "That  harshness  keeps  getting  passed  down  ...that
harshness  keeps  begetting  more  harshness."
Numbness/Dissociation/Sleep
An effect  commonly  described  by participants  was  an emotional
numbness  or dissociation.
My  Grandma  used  to go and  help;  she  homesteaded  with  her
husband  and  would  help  the  local  doctor.  And  I know  that  there
were  just  routinely  lots  of babies  that  died,  so it's  part  of what  I
attribute  to just  a real  stoicism,  with  the  Norwegian  culture  and  kind
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of just  a hardening  to emotional  sensitivity  and  to death.  There  just
wasn't  enough  room  to let some  of that  in ...it  creates  loss  of an
authentic  self  or an authentic  voice,  and  I just  see  people  struggling
horribly  to medicate,  to try  to find  a ways  to fill that  up rather  than
being  able  to feel  whole  (Bean).
They're  numb  inside,  and  I can  see  it when  I look  in their
eyes...they  sit  there  and  it's like  there's  like  a shell  over  them,  like
they  can't  feel...physically  alive  but  dead  inside....They're  numb,
it's like  they're  asleep,  they  can't  feel,  I think  a lot of it has  to do with
that,  like  things  that  have  happened  in the  past....l  had  a dream  of
gll these  stgtues  and  the  statues  started  to come  to life  and  the
feeling  that  I had  at the  end  of  that  dream  was  our  people  have
been  asleep  for  hundreds  and  hundreds  and  hundreds,  maybe
thousands  of years  (Ryan).
Technoloqy/Busyness
Many  participants  spoke  to the  use  of technology  and  busyness  by
people  to avoid  dealing  with  the  trauma.  "The  outcome  has  been  to stay
busy,  You  know  if you  stay  busy  you  can  kind  of avoid  some  of the
feelings  of loss....  Americans  are  very  industrious"  (Wilke).
We'd  try  to keep  up so much  with  being  what  being  American
meant  that  we  didn't  know  who  we were.  And  I think  we  even  busy
people  more.  I think  we've  done  more  dangerous  things  (Klamer).
Loss  of Connectivity/Relationships
Two  participants  emphasized  the  impact  of the  trauma  and  culture
on relationships. not  feeling  the  shared  humanness,  the  shared  heart
connection,  the  sense  that  we're  all in this  together"  (Bean).
My  son  had  some  foreign  exchange  students  come  from  Ecuador
and  she,  one  of the  kids  said  well,  you  guys  are  always  so busy
and  we  just  spend  more  time  talking  with  each  other.  And  you  guys
are  always  moving  around  different  places  and  we  just  stay  with




As was  with  the  participants  of other  racial  backgrounds,  the
European  American  participants  spoke  of the  somatic  effects  of the
trauma.  "With  all the  emotional  stuff  that  seems  like  there  isn't  a way  to
hold,  that  there's  a lot of somatization  of pain.  That  it's  carried  in the  body
in particular  ways.  That  people  don't  connect  it to the  events"  (Bean).
The  doctors  are  trying  to understand  why  this  woman  has  this
physical  disease  and  there's  no cure  for  it and  when  she  does  that
ancestor  fire  and  prays  to make  right  those  things  that  happened  in
the  past,  and  when  that  correction  is done,  then  that  illness  goes
away  and  we've  seen  that  (Ryan).
Separation,  Compartmentalization,  Projection
An overwhelming  amount  of data  from  the  interviews  emphasized
the  psychological  processes  and  defenses  of compartmentalizing,
projecting  and  disconnecting  both  within  oneself  and  in relation  to others.
"We  want  to block  off  any  introduction  of any  other  differences  or cultures
or ethnic  differences"  (Klamer).
That  split  that  I've  been  talking  about,  the  self-other  and  that  if I'm
in my  arrogance  and  you  become  an "other"  you  know,  if you  are
the  Taliban,  and  I have  all of these  qualities  associated  with  what
that  means,  that  strips  the  blood  and  the  heart  out  of that,  then  it's
much  easier  to kill you.  It's  much  easier  to act  in racist  ways  or
mistreat  someone  if you  dehumanize  them.  And  I think  that  when
we leave  our  heart,  when  we  leave  our  caring,  that,  and  split,  that
that's  an easier  thing  to do...  When  I'm in that  place,  it's  a
threatened  existence  because  it's my  survival  vs. someone  else's.
I think  it's,  that  fear  base  brings  emotional  pain,  isolation,  and
competition  and  judgment  and  all of those  qualities  that  make  living
not  very  pleasurable....Those  splits  are  existing  in many  different
ways  and  that  we're  learning  about  them.  That  we  as a people,
humans  are  separate  from  the  earth  is a split.  And  that  we  are
internally  split,  our  mind  from  our  body...  It's  the  cost  of privilege,  I
think  in some  ways  of, that  you're  able  to live  and  not  be aware  of
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some  of the  stuff  that  oppressed  people  have  as part  of their  daily
life. And  that  when  you're  isolated  from  that,  you  don't  have  to
think  about  it, but  it also  keeps  you  in a box  and  sort  of buffered
and  with  more  separation  just  built  in. And  it's arrogant.  It's not
directly  in relationship  to life. So I think  that  it's  lonely.  It's  a lonely
place...  So if we  can  find  justification,  I mean  I watch  it in the  stuff
on TV  right  now,  and  if we can  find  justification  to distance  people
from  us, and  make  them  seem  less  human  in some  ways,  then  it's
easier  to justify  acts  of violence,  acts  of hatred  because  there  isn't
an awareness  of the  common  emotional  places  (Bean).
Wilke  also  notes  the  tendency  to project  our  own  shame  and  guilt  onto
other  people.
I think  it's  a combination  of shame  and  guilt  is that  we  like
adolescents  kind  of externalize  it. It's easier  to look  at it as being
embodied  in like  the  German  people,  who  had,  obviously,  there's  a
group  there  who  you  know,  completed  the  Holocaust,  and  they
needed  people  to go along  with  that.  But  It's  always  the,  that's  the
Holocaust  and  it's external  to us and  we  don't  name  our  Holocaust
of what  we did  to the  Native  Americans  here  or  that  our  founding
fathers  built  this  country  on the  backs  of Black  slaves  and  that
women  were  not  seen  as equal  and  that  the  guilt  about  that  stays
removed  and  placed  on these  less  "civilized"  peoples,  in our  minds,
Bean  describes  and  unmasks  the  benevolent  paternalistic  outlook  of many
European  Americans.
I realized  that  some  of my  desire  to do good  might  be more  to do
with  me  than  anything  to do with  them.  And  so that  was  just  a huge
mirror  of looking  at what  is this  about  within  my  own  self,  and  my
needing  to somehow,  that  in doing  that  it automatically  sets  the
dichotomy  that  somehow  I'm better,  or  taking  care  of, or giving
support  to, or giving  knowledge  to...  it's  the  challenge  in staying  in
an open-hearted  mutual  relationship  with  the  presence  of all the
pain  that's  been  present.  And  not  in elevating  in an ego  way,  which
is what  I think  often  times  white  people  do. And  so "oh,  I'm gonna
be nice  in this  way  and  this  will  kind  of make  up for  it." And  it really
is just  very  superior.
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Neqative  Cultural  Values
Control  and  narcissism.  Several  participants  spoke  about  the
control  and  narcissism  present  in the  culture.  Bean  referred  to "creating
your  own  definition  of, kind  of a narrowing  of what  reality  is, in that  this  is
what  gets  to get  in.
They're  so used  to wanting  to control  everything,  and  being  taught
like life us what  you  make  it and  go out  there  and  do what  you  can,
and  like  you're  in charge  of your  own  destiny,  like  all that  stuff,
right?  So they're  so used  to going  out  and  taking  things  for
themselves...  (Ryan).
pulling  yourself  up by your  bootstraps  and  self-reliance,  you  know
those  myths  that  we've  kind  of, which  are  good  myths,  I mean  they
work  a lot of the  time,  but  there's  also  an air  of religious  fervor  that
goes  along  with  some  of these,  an arrogance  of grandiosity,  those
grandiose  defenses  that  we  don't  see  the  value  in other  ways  of
living  in the  world,  and  what  we've  lost,  kind  of that  cultural
narcissism,  cultural  grandiosity,  that  our  way  is the  best  way,  and
the  others  can  take  the  highway  (Wilke).
Materialism  and  greed.  "Image,  being  focused  on image...Western
culture  and  how  things  look  and  what  you  have  and  keeping  up with  the
Jones"'  (Bean).
The  materialistic  salvation  that  American  popular  culture  seems  to
have  found  some  solace  in, in some  ways  doesn't  work  as well  as
the  redemptive  moment  for  people...  how  many  more  Wal-Marts  do
we  need  or  is there  a way  to build  cities  that  are  more  in keeping
with  a more  balanced  way  of living  life,  greed,  or efficiency  (Wilke).
Addictions
Addictions  are  a common  effect  of trauma  for  many  ethnic  groups
as is reflected  in the  literature.  Bean  spoke  of this  in her  interview.
I think  one  of the  things  that  I was  thinking  about  is just  some  of the
shame-based  cultural  stuff  that  I think  is present,  which  I think  is
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sort  of at the  roots  of addiction...  I think  addiction  rises  out  of unmet
needs  and  so getting  caught  within  the  cycle  of rage  and  shame,
and  oftentimes  those  needs  are  to be understood  and  to feel
connection.
Drug  and  alcohol  use  and  abuse  are  also  mentioned  as effects  of the
trauma  by Klamer  and  Ryan.
Survival  and  Healinq
Many  of the  European  American  participants,  like  participant  1 who
spoke  to the  African  American  experience,  distinguished  between  survival
and  healing.  They  described  survival  as temporary  defense  and  coping
mechanisms  that  may  be helpful  at the  time,  but  that  people  can  get  stuck
there.  The  experience  around  healing  included  returning  to ethnic
communities,  churches  and  psychotherapy.  The  additional  healing
necessary  was  described  as an integration  of splits,  reconnecting  with
spirituality  and  ceremony,  reconnecting  with  culture  and  history,
acknowledging  oppressive  acts,  moving  into  the  pain,  recognizing  white
privilege,  and  honoring  diversity.
Survival.
The  participants  tended  to differentiate  healing  avenues  from  those
of survival.  "l think  about  surviving,  people  survive  childhoods...but  I
think,  I guess  that  I think  that's  not  a place  where  you  want  to stay  stuck.  I
think  that  you  would  want  to continue  to grow  and  move  out  of and
through  that"  (Bean).  She  further  explains  the  dynamics  of survival.
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surviving  is separating,  it is separating  from  the  pain,  operating
above  it, and  really  rigidifying  what  you  allow  in, whether  you  do
that  mentally,  or whether  you  take  on that  rigidity  within  the  body,
and  constrict  the  amount  of energy,  the  amount  of feeling,  how
much  gets  to move.  And  that  when  we're,  so that  that's  our  way,
our  own  personal  way  of getting  to control  reality...  people  who  are
functioning  on a very  basic  survival  level  don't  have  the  luxury  of
dealing  emotionally.  And  that  that's  what  my  generation  is getting
to do, is to deal  much  more  on an emotional  level.
Communities  in which  traditions  continued.  It was  noted  that  some
communities  were  able  to hold  onto  their  histories  and  traditions.  These
were  described  by  the  participants.  "l think  large  families  that  stayed
together,  living  in the  same  areas  or  continuing  celebrations  in their  ethnic
ways  or cultural  ways  I think  really  strengthens  that...helps  people  feel  ok
about  who  they  are  (Klamer).  Wilke  concurs,  "Some  of the  communities
where  a lot of one  culture  group  settled  together,  they  were  able  to
recreate  that  and  that's  actually  added  a lot of stability  you  know,  these
older  cultures  did pretty  well.
Future  orientation.  Bean  lists  a future  orientation  and  silence  about
the  past  as a coping  or survival  mechanism.
And  I remember  when  I was  trying  to get  my  mother  to tell  stories.
Finally  after  many,  many  years  she  said,  'you  know,  Glenyce,  some
of the  stories,  they  aren't  very  happy  times.'  And  so I think  it's  that
looking  forward  to the  future  and  that  progressive  kind  of
conquering  mentality  is a huge  kind  of coping  mechanism.
Ways  European  Americans  have  Healed
There  was  some  difference  in participants'  beliefs  about  the  level  of
healing  that  has  been  able  to take  place.  Ryan  says,  "I don't  think  that  we
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have  healed  from  it at all. I think  that  we're  living  in a time  right  now  where
we're  just  starting  to wake  up.
Returninq  to ethnic  communities.  Klamer  describes  a phase  in her
own  healing  in which  she  spent  time  in a nearby  Polish  community.
I lived  in Point,  after  not  growing  up in it and  watching  that
community  about  30 minutes  away  from  me. I lived  in Point.  I got
to be Polish.  I got  to celebrate  being  Polish.  I got  to know  a little  bit
more  about  who  I was  and  I mean,  I got  to see  people  trying  to
restore  a community  to be Polish.  I got  to go to Polish  masses.  I
got  to go to, it's like  all these  things,  even  though  I didn't  grow  up
exactly  with  those  traditions  because  we denied  them,  I got  to for
some  reason  I got  to connect  with  and  it felt  like,  it felt  like  free
breathing.  I mean  it really  was  celebrating,  who  1, I felt  good  there.
It was  my  community  and  nobody  could  take  this  away  from  me.
This  is really  where  I belonged.  And  I still  feel  that,  you  know  in
Point,  I can  always  go back  to Point  and  I belong  there.
Churches.  Wilke  spoke  about  the  opportunity  for  healing  present  in
churches.  "l think  the  churches  have  been  a really  great  place  for  healing
and  that  they've  used  a lot of more  social  consciousness.
Psychotherapy.  Counseling  and  psychotherapy  was  mentioned  as
a means  of healing  by all of the  European  American  participants.
that's  difficult.  Bean  describes  the  process  of some  of her  clients.
I work  with  a lot of women  and  I think  what  they're  dealing  with  is
generational,  intergenerational  inherited  shame  and  inherited  loss,
and  trying  to rewrite  their  own  personal  stories.  And  often  times  it's
seeing  how  a mode  of functioning  has  made  reality  too  small  and  to
not  beat  yourself  up for  having  gone  there,  for  me  that's  what
provided  tremendous  healing  in my  own  personal,  is to get  beyond
being  angry  and  blaming  and  judgmental  about  what  wasn't  present
in the  past...
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Necessary  Additional  Healinq
Many  of the  areas  for  additional  healing  suggested  by the
participants  are  areas  in which  people  have  begun  to undertake  healing,
but  the  effort  needs  to be more  widespread  to have  significance  for
collective  healing.
Inteqration  of splits.  Bean  explains,
my  thinking  is tied  into  my  Chinese  medicine  training  and  kind  of
the  yin/yang  because  I think  that  whenever  I've  healed  a part  of me,
where  I've  been  victimized,  then  I also  need  to look  at where  I've
been  a perpetrator.  And  that  they  are  very  married  to me  and  that
that's  difficult...  And  being  able  to celebrate,  even  to hold  with
duality,  that  you're  not  victim  or perpetrator,  the  same  as which
you're  not  American  or Norwegian,  but  that  you  can  be both...  we
are  internally  split,  our  mind  from  our  body,  and  many  places  where
that  occurs  that  I think  healing  is needed.  And  not  a collapse  into
oneness,  but  a relationship,  communication.  Where  the  mind  can
serve  the  body  and  vice  versa...  when  you  can  do that,  when  you
can  focus  on one  side  vs. the  other  and  not  find  a way  to hold  both
sides,  I actually,  I think  it's as a whole  human  race,  what  I think
we're  healing.  And  I think  it's  part  of um,  a growing  into,  being  able
to do more  and  more  of that.  And  that  probably  indigenous  cultures
have  done  a better  job  of that.  When  you've  had  to live  directly  in
nature  to the  world  and  not  be able  to be as separate  from  it as
European  American  people  have.
She  also  speaks  of this  in relation  to the  separation  between  the  self  and
the  racial  other,  the  power  dynamics.
we're  screwed  up in terms  of power  dynamics  on an energetic
level...  from  that  whole  level  of the  self  vs. others,  and  power  over
vs. internal  self  and  that  there's  a ton  of healing  that  needs  to
happen  in that  area  kind  of on every  level.  And  that  there's
something  about  being  able  to respect  the  self  and  respect  the
others  and  hold  with  a mutuality  that  we haven't  known  how  to do
well.  That  it's  needed  to tend  to be that  in order  for  me  to feel
powerful  that  I need  to make  you  feel  small,  and  if you're  powerful  I
feel  small  (Bean).
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Wilke,  likewise,  notes  the  need  to integrate  the  more  negative
sides  of our  history.
It would  become  more  a part  of our  psyche  to integrate  our  bad  and
our  good,  similarly  to what  has  been  done  in Berlin,  Germany,  you
know  with  how  the  Germans  in their  Reichstag  building-some
people  wanted  to destroy  it because  it was  a sign  of failure,  failure
of the  Weimar  Republic,  or failure  of what  was  allowed  to happen
there  through  the  Nazi  Regime.  And  then  others  said  we  maybe
need  to transform  it and  make  it more  of a living  symbol,  so they
kept  the  bullet  holes  on the  outside  of it but  they  erected
monuments  around  it and  they  built  a dome  that  people  could  walk
in and  walk  up through  the  dome  and  on the  outside  of the  building
they  said  'for  the  German  people.'  So they  create  a living
monument  that  somehow  recognizes  both  sides,  or a number  of
complex  sides  about  what  had  happened  in historical  fact  and
maturity  that  results.
Reconnectinq  with  spirituality  and  ceremony.  Most  participants
spoke  about  the  importance  of a spiritual  reconnection  in the  healing
process.
And  I also  have  had  a couple  dreams  where  I see  a huge  standing
stone,  like  a formation  like  our  ancestors  used  to have  over  in
Europe...there  was  lots  of people  inside  and  we  were  having  our
own  ceremonies  in there  and  it was,  like I looked  at one  formation
and  I knew  that  was  an ancestor  ceremony  and  over  here  was  a
different  kind  and  I knew  that  was  off  in the  future  but  again  the
feeling  that  I had  was  so incredibly  proud  and  so excited  and  it was
so beautiful  to me...  for  the  most  part,  as a people,  we  don't  have
the  answers  and  we  need  to go to the  other  races  of people  who
still  have  that  really  close  connection  to spirit  and  still  have  that
ability  to talk  to God  and  get  those  answers  back.  The  people  that
know  how  to do that  are  the  ones  that  are  going  to be able  to help
us to heal  because  we've  lost  that  ability....And  I think  that's  gonna
be a big challenge  for  a lot of people,  is being  able  to humble
themselves  and  accept  that  and  go to other  races  of people  and
ask  them...l  think  the  only  way  that  we are  going  to heal  is to pray
and  ask  God  to help  us to find  the  people  that  he has  chosen  to
lead  us through  our  healing  because  there's  lots  of different  people
out  there  and  I know  that  God  has  a plan  for  every  single  person
and  that  it's different...  That  you  start  to learn  how  to talk  to them,
how  to relate  to them,  that  you  start  to learn  how  to talk  to your
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ancestors  and  you  get  to a point  where  your  spirit's  strong  enough
to start  to receive  dreams  and  visions  and  the  whole  point  if doing
that  is so that  we  can  earn  back  our  own  ceremonies  and  our
ancient  way  of life  that  I know  is really  beautiful  and  that's  where
that  feeling  of being  really  proud  of who  we  are  is going  to come
back  again  and  our  kids  can  go to one  of our  ceremonies  and  feel
that  spirit  of the  ancient,  ancient  white  people  that  used  to carry
these  ceremonies  and  that  are  there  and  present  in that  ceremony
and  they'll  feel  that  pride  of where  they  come  from...  I think  that
one  of the  things  that  is affecting  our  people  the  most  right  now
that's  based  on what's  happened  in the  past,  is our  making  things
right  with  the  ancestors  (Ryan).
Reconnect  with  culture  and  history.  The  majority  of participants
described  the  necessary  reconnection  with  culture  and  history.  "There's
pride  in celebrating  the  traditions  and  being  able  to feel  the  old  threads
and  that's  cut  off"  (Bean).  Klamer  emphasizes  the  need  to start  with
connecting  to who  we are,  "Start  with  ourselves  and  understand
ourselves,  you  know  and  we  don't  do that.  We  haven't  given  people
permission  to do that.  So I think  when  we can  do that  we  can  move
forward  and  really  know  others."
Wilke  adds,
Festivals,  you  know  some  of the  old  festivals...  you  know
something  that  happened  over  there  that  we  have  here  and  now  it's
another  excuse  to get  people  together  and  celebrate  some  of those
old traditions.  Well,  just  celebrating  the  old  country.  We  have  a lot
of cultural  days,  the  Germans  have  a German  day,  and  the  French
and  the  Swedes  have  buildings  that  honor  culture,  the  cultural
institutes.  It gives  some  place  to gather,  hold  onto  language,  you
know,  where  you  can  have  language  classes...traveling  back,
going  back  to the  country,  that's  a nice  way  to heal.
Bean  emphasizes  the  need  for  honoring  the  ancestors.
Celebration  and  honoring  ... I want  to honor  who  my  grandparents
were  and  the  struggle  that  they  had  to go through  and  the  strength
of them  as a people.  And  honoring  the  stories  and  honoring  the
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ancestors  and  the  spirit  that  came  through.  And  developing  a
sense  of pride,  and  fullness  of self  instead  of shame....You  can  be
of this  country  and  celebrate  that  and  have  cultural  roots  that  are
grounded  in another  tradition  that  also  needs  to be honored.
Acknowledqements  of oppressive  acts. Wilke  compared  the  United
States  to other  countries  in their  relative  absence  of providing  a space  for
the recognition  of historical  acts  of oppression.
Indian  folks,  I think,  are often  trying  to communicate  that  things
aren't  well  yet,  so could  we have  a national  day  of mourning  or a
recognized  day  that  we ask  for  forgiveness  as a country  for  what
we've  done,  similar  to what  was  done  in South  Africa,  where  there
is a day  of reconciliation  for  the sins  of humanity  that  were  done  in
this  country  so those  people  can  finally  have  their  fathers  and  their
grandfathers  sin scarring,  have  it kind  of like repaired  so that  they
didn't  suffer  in vain. I think  that  would  be helpful...  to somehow
raise  more  monuments  towards  what  our  history  is really  based
on...we  could  do a lot more  just  in terms  of a national  apology  or a
national  day  of mourning  for  what  this  country  was  built  on and
recognize  that  it's part  of our  past  that  we have  this  brutality  that
this  country  was  built  on a lot of greed  and  the  deviousness  of
those  that  came  here. And  we don't  have  ways  of incorporating
that  where  Europeans  have,  they  do more  of that....rather  than
trying to get Indians to keep acting like whites, or get them to lust
clean  up their  rez a little  bit' or 'go and get a job'  you  know,  there's
somehow  just  kind  of a recognition,  of 'l am so sorry.'
Movinq  into the  pain.  There  is a level  of opening  to pain  that  is
necessary  in many  areas  of psychological  healing.  Bean  says,
I think  healing  requires  moving  into  the pain...  I think  that  when  you
let in the pain  and  let it change  you and you don't  have  to, you  let
the  compartments  down,  you let the  walls  that  hold  out  the pain
down,  so lots  of crying,  lots  of being  angry,  lots  of letting  that  move
you  how  it does.
Wilke  adds  that  being  open  to the  pain  of others  is an important  part  of this
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transformation.  "The  transformation  is more  of an openness  to face  the
painful,  painful  experiences  of another  human  being.  And  to be
transformed  by  that."
Recoqnizinq  White  privileqe.  Bean  also  explains  the  importance  of
recognizing  both  the  costs  and  benefits  of privilege.
My initial  thoughts  were  additional  healing  is necessary,  more
understanding  of  the  effects  of cultural  issues...  and  the  cost  of
privilege,  I think  that  people,  it's like,  almost  in the  way  of the  stuff
with  White  men  and  that  there's  incredible  benefit  of privilege,  but
there  are  emotional  costs.  And  I think  that  people  in power  have  to
have  some  ways  to be able  to look  at that  and  start  to want  to
soften  and  open  some  of that,  but  that's  not  likely  to happen
(Bean).
Celebratinq  and  honorinq  diversity.  Several  participants  spoke  of
the  role  of honoring  difference  in the  healing  process.  "Be  open  to
difference  and  celebrate  difference  and  celebrate  diversity  instead  of
needing  to keep  that  out"  (Bean).  She  adds,
Something  that  I've  found  incredibly  moving,  and  was  a gift  of the
9-11 stuff,  was  that  there  was  a memorial  service  four  days  later  at
the  State  capitol.  And  it was  so powerful  because  they  had,  they
obviously  had  Caucasian  ministers,  but  they  had  a Native  American
drum  group.  And  they  had  representatives  from  many  different  kind
of faiths  all present.  And  people  were  honoring,  this  makes  me
want  to cry.  It was  so powerful  to me  to be able  to have  shared
beliefs  all be present  and  honored  in that  kind  of  way.  And  I felt  like
that  was  tremendously  healing  (Bean).
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Insights  into White  Trauma  and Healing
from  the Perspectives  of African  American
and  American  Indian  Participants
The  African  American  and  American  Indian  participants  of this  study
recognized  the importance  of the  issue  of White  trauma  and  healing.
They  had much  to say  about  it which  closely  reflected  the  sentiments  of
the European  American  participants.  The  participants  whose  observations
are  the  subject  of this  section  spoke  of the traumatic  conditions,  events
and  effects  that  they  have  observed  and/or  imagined  have  been  present
for  European  American  people.  They  then  spoke  about  what  healing  they
have  seen  and what  additional  healing  they  believe  is necessary.
Traumatic  Conditions  and  Events
There  was  a strong  acknowledgement  of the  traumatic  events  and
conditions  observed  by the  participants.  "l think  that  European  history  is
replete  with  a great  deal  of trauma...  the European  American  is a person
who  has  witnessed  trauma  generation  after  generation"  (participant  1 ). "I
believe  that,  I can't  imagine  but  there  must  have  been  some  really
horrendous  things  that  happened  in the history  of White  people,  because
of what  they  did" (Lovelace).  The  areas  described  by the participants
included  immigration/settling,  being  oppressed,  trauma  of oppressing
others,  disease,  wars  and  climate.
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Immiqration  and Settlinq
Many  of the participants  mentioned  the immigration  and early
settling  experience  as traumatic.  "Immigrants  who  came  to this  country
supposedly  to escape  their  own grief  and  trauma  and  terror  and  were
faced  with  the  situation  of trying  to survive"  (participant  1 ).
Once  they  settled  here  in North  America  and the people  as a whole
would  be, they  have  gone  through  their  traumatic  experiences  too,
they've  lost  a lot of lives. A lot of their  ancestors  who  died  at the
hands  of some  Indians.  Kikapoo,  some  of them  were  very  vicious.
Some  of the  other  tribes  were  very  vicious...  they  lost  a lot of
people  trying  to immigrate  to North  America.  Some  of them  died  on
the  way  over  here. So what  happened  to their  bodies?  Their
bodies  got  thrown  in the  sea.  They  were  not given  the proper  burial
they  should  have  had,  so their  ancestors  are floating  in the oceans.
That  would  devastating,  for  someone,  knowing  that  they  didn't  bury
them  the  way  they  traditionally,  normally,  traditionally  buried  them.
That  has  to be a difficult  thing. I have  thought  about  this. It would
be really  scary  to go to different  country  and  start  a whole  new  life.
You  leave  everybody  else  behind  over  there,  everything  that  you've
ever  known.  You're  forced  to come  here  because  it's a promise  of
riches,  a promise  of this  and  a promise  of that. They  come  here
and all they  find is bush.  And  these  red people.  And  then  these
red people,  some  of them  will help  you  but  they'll  keep  their
distance  (Jones).
Trauma  of Beinq  Oppressed
Although  the participants  make  it clear  that  the  trauma  of
oppression  suffered  by European  Americans  is qualitatively  different  than
that  of their  people,  some  nonetheless  recognize  that  it existed.
Participant  one  speaks  of the  oppression  of the  Irish. "We  know  that  the
English  wanted  to rule the  Scotch  Irish,  the  Irish.  He also  alluded  to the
classist  structures  of Europe,  "the  pain  people  experienced  in Europe  of
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being  collectively  condemned  to a certain  lifestyle  because  of who  one's
parents  are.
Trauma  of Oppressinq
Many  participants  noted  the  trauma  implicit  in being  a people  who
have  participated  in the  oppression  of others.  "I think  we have  not
adequately  examined  or given  justice  to the  depth  of the  trauma  that  has
been  experienced  by both  the  children  of the  Master  class  and  the  slave
class"  (participant  1 ). "I think  that  the  trauma  of slavery  was  also  traumatic
to white  people.  I think  they  suffered  in some  ways  that,  if you  don't  read
these  books  here,  you  wouldn't  know"  (Nelsen).  She  continues,
They  don't  know  how  to approach  it. When  I say  this,  I'm talking
about  this  ghettoizing  that  they've  done,  I'm talking  about  all the
traumas  that  they  have  caused  to other  peoples,  and  I say
peoplessss,  because  there's  a continuousness  about  Native
Americans  and  African  Americans  that  most  people  don't  know
about  and  don't  talk  about,  even  African  Americans,  which  is to say
that,  you  know  we  don't  go into  Jamaica,  the  West  Indies...and  all
that  not  remembering  that  before  we  were  brought  there  as slaves,
that  the  indigenous  people,  the  Indians  were  there  first  and  now
they've  evaporated.  They've  disappeared.
Disease
Participant  1 mentions  the  plagues  as a source  of  trauma.  Jones
expands,
So I would  think  there  would  be a high  rate  of diseases,  dis-ease
amongst  the  people.  When  there's  a population  explosion,  there's
really  no place  to breathe,  there's  really  no fresh  air  to breathe  in,
the  air  would  be polluted  and  one  person's  breath  out  would  be
another  person's  breath  in. So  you're  inhaling  somebody  else's
excess  waste  and  air.
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Many  wars  were  listed  by participants  as a part of European
Americans'  history  of trauma.
We  know  about  invasions,  we know  about  thousands,  at least  a
thousand  years  of wars,  world  wars  I and II were  fought  there,  we
know  about  Germany's  attempt  to purify  itself  internally  and then
attack  all of the peoples  around  them  that  posed  some  kind of
threat  under  Hitler,  the list goes  on and on and on (participant  1 ).
Nelsen  adds,
Every  war  that  we've  gone  through,  the war  of 1812  or whatever,
has in some  way deeply  traumatized  people's  families,
communities  all of the effects  from various  trauma,  like second
world  war, and killing  all of the Jews,  there  were  social  effects,
which  were,  the average  German  person  was left very  poor  after
the  war.  Scrambling  and a lot of them  starved  and so forth and so
on,  and  so they  were  also punished  psychosocially  by every  other,
and  still are, every  other  nation  in the world  for  what  they  did....l
was just in the south  recently  and some  of them  have  not survived
and  healed  from  that.  They're  still talking  about  the Yankees  and
about,  kill those  no good  Yankees  and stuff  like that. So there's  still
a big  area of woundedness  and anger  and fear  and hate  about
White  people.
Climate
Participant  1 emphasized  the traumatic  effects  of the climate  in
some  areas  of Europe.  "Not  only  is the weather  in some  parts  of Europe
 a
factor,  if environment  affects  people's  view  of the world...the  European
environment  is harsher  than  others  in some  locations."
Effects  of the  Trauma
The African  American  and American  Indian  participants  of this
study  were  keen observers  of the effects  of the trauma  on European
American  people. They  observed  many  of the same  issues  the European
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American  participants  noted,  and  then  some.  The  areas  they  discussed
included  the loss  of history,  identity,  lack  of spiritual  depth,  emotional
numbness/blindness,  separation/fear/hate,  reperpetration,  business,  crisis
in relationship,  shame/guilt  and  killing.
Loss  of History
The  loss  of the honorable  history  and  the denial  of the  dishonorable
history  were  discussed.
There  have  always  been  White  people  who  resisted  slavery.  There
have  always  been  White  people  who  resisted  war. There  have
always  been  White  people  who  tried  to do the right  thing  in these
traumatic  situations  like the American  Indian  wars.  There  were
white  people  who  tried  to resist  having  them  put  on reservations.
That's  not  who  writes  the  books.  So most  young  White  kids  don't
know  their  own history.  And  on the  one  hand,  they  tell me as a
black  person,  oh, don't  blame  me; they  couldn't  name  a White
abolitionist  if their  lives  depended  on it. Now  there's  something
wrong  with  that. Something  is very  wrong  with  that. So what  has
happened  is white  people  don't  know  their  own history.  They
especially  do not know  the history  of peace,  and  peaceful  people,
and peace  movements.  They  don't  know  the history  of Anti-war,
Anti-slavery,  or anti-anything.  What  they  know  is the  story  of the
winners  because  that's  who  writes  history.  And  so I think  they  have
been  deprived  of real  sense  of pride,  of a real  sense  of wholeness
(Nelsen).
So White  people  are not  willing  to talk  about  this  issue,  admit  that
they  have  any  culpability  in it. I can't  tell  you  how  many  White
people  tell me, well  I didn't  have  any  slaves.  My people  didn't  have
any  slaves.  I came  here  from  Italy,  1 came  here  from  Scandinavia,  I
pulled  myself  up from  my bootstraps.  And  I say,  well,  my  people
didn't  have  any  boots,  so they  had  no straps  to pull  themselves  up
with,  as my mother  says.  And  the  fact  that  you  are  White  means
that  you could,  within  several  generations,  just  bleed  into  the larger
White  community.  We  never  bleed,  we never  blend.  And  for  you  to
say  that  you came  from  Sicily  and  you had it so hard  and  this  and
this  and that. You  were  not enslaved,  Those  two  things  are not
comparable.  And  when  people  finally  say,  ok, let's  admit  that  there
is nothing  comparable  to slavery,  then  we'll  be able  to let it go...
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Lack  of Spiritual  Depth
Most  of the  participants  observed  the  lack  of spiritual  depth  as an
effect  of  the  trauma  of European  American  people.
when  you  compare  White  people  to Black  people  as individuals,
Black  people  plan  to not  only  go to church  on Sunday,  but  their  faith
informs  their  daily  life,  in a way  that  it doesn't  for  White  people,  and
they  call  this,  orthopraxis,  faith  and  work.  In other  words,  the
decisions  they  make  day  to day  about  how  they  live  and  what  they
do, is really  informed  by their  faith  and  their  expression  of it
(Nelsen).
Jones  makes  a similar  observation.
At peace  with  yourself,  at peace  with  the  world,  it's once  a week,
Sundays.  Once  a week  everybody  will  make  a big deal  going  to
church  and  they  sit  there  and  go and  listen  to some  sermon.  And
you  can  forget  about  it after  you  leave,  and  continue  on and  do
whatever  for  the  rest  of the  week...And  somewhere  they've  lost
their  spirituality  in its purest  form.  Somewhere  it's  gone.  It has  left
them  somehow.  When  I walk  down  the  street  of Minneapolis,  or
even  down  the  street  in Hopkins  and  I look  at the  people  in the  eye.
I don't  see  the  spark  in their  eye...That  vacant  look  in their  eyes.
You  don't  see  their  eyes  sparkle,  or smiling.  When  they  smile,  the
smile  doesn't  reach  the  eye. That's  scary.  It scares  me  (Jones).
Lovelace  echoes,
I guess  I really  don't  see  Europeans  as very  religious  or  very
spiritual.  I don't  see  those  practices  occurring  today.  I don't  see
them  practicing  their  religion.  I do not  see  them  practicing  their
spirituality.  It seems  to be lacking  in their  lives....They  forgot  about
the  creator.  They  think  they  can  use  the  creator  to get  what  they
need  without  giving  of themselves.
Emotional  Numbness,  Blindness
Several  participants  discussed  the  lack  of emotional  aliveness  they
see  on the  parts  of European  Americans.
The  greatest  number  of people  have  pretty  much  put  blinders  on in
terms  of caring  for  others,  and  said,  this  is my  life,  this  is what  I'm
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doing  here,  I'm going  to work,  I'm going  to do what  I do and  this  is
my  life (Lovelace).
And  the  level  of compartmentalizing  that  goes  on around  that  has  to
make  people  sick  at some  level.  You  know.  You  put  that  away.
You  put  this  away,  you  put  that  away,  and  eventually  you're  not  in
touch  with  your  feelings.  And  I have  to say  that  as a people,  we
have  a tradition,  we  have  values  that  allow  us very  full  expression
of our  emotions.  And  I think  the  more  that  white  people
compartmentalize  the  stuff  about  history  and  how  things  have
happened  and  what  they  see  in front  of them  around  poverty  and
homelessness  and  all that,  the  more  they  pack  that  stuff  up, the
more  it compresses  their  ability  to feel  anything  (Nelsen).
Separation,  Fear  and  Hate
Participant  1 draws  connections  between  our  development  as a
culture  and  our  separatist  attitudes.
European  culture  is a very  young  culture.  If we  think  of the
European-American  culture,  we  have  to think  of it as an adolescent,
juvenile  culture.  It's  very  young.  It's  like  the  little  boys  and  little
girls  who  separate  themselves  from  each  other  and  say  they've  got
cooties.  Saying  that  is about  otherness,  someone  who  is other  than
you  might  be is viewed  as a threat...ancestors  have  acted  and
behaved  in reTerence  to others  so that  power  and  privilege  could  be
in the  hands  of those  who  have  been  identified  as being  more
American  than  others.  Particularly  in this  case  certain  aspects  of
the  European-American  culture  and  the  people....  And  traumas
brought  by Europeans  here  - supported  the  notion  that  they  could
be 'white  people'  and  people  of color  would  be the  'others'  and  thus
with  adolescent  denial  people  of color  were  their  enemies,  yet
people  of co(or  were  used  to build  the  country  and  were  not  allowed
to honestly  own  the  shared  history.
Nelsen  also  looks  at the  separation  and  the  effort  it takes  to maintain.
And  you  know  the  other  thing  to is, there's  a kind  of  ghetto  that
White  people  have  created  that  they  live  in in order  to keep  the  rest
of us out. And  it's  a White  ghetto.  We're  always  talking  about  Black
ghettos,  but  think  about  it. Think  about  all the  energy,  the  time,  the
money  that  has  been  taken  to keep  other  people  out.  To  keep  the
pins  up under  racism.
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She  describes  the situation  when  this  separatist  attitude  is taken  further.
others  take  on an even  more  hateful  way  of dealing  with  it, saying
yes it happened,  it should  have  happened,  and  I'm gonna  do it
some  more,  kind of deal. And  so we're  seeing  young  people  wear
Nazi  stuff  and  all that  stuff,  so that's  how  some  of them  have
managed  (Nelsen).
Reperpetration
Several  participants  linked  the  traumatization  of European
Americans  to their  subsequent  perpetration  of other  people.  "There  were
people  who  came  to escape  their  persecution  only  to inflict  it upon  another
people  that  they  didn't  understand"  (Lovelace).
[Having]  not  gone  through  a healing  process,  but  given  power,  like
an abused  child  who  grows  up and becomes  an adult,  yet  remains
unhealed  -  the  tendency  is toward  perpetration  of the  same  things
they  have  experienced.  Historically,  I think  that  explains  some  of
the  attitude  and behavior  of immigrants  who  you  would  think  would
have  been  so appreciative  of the American  Indian  embracing  them
where  they  did, and  helped  them  survive  when  they  got here. You
would  expect  these  people  to understand  that  you  don't  go terrorize
other  people  and kidnap  people  because  of their  historical
experience  with  so much  trauma  and grief.  Think  of all the  forms  it
took,  unhealed,  they  brought  grief  to the United  States  and  made
grief  a part  of the  foundation,  the  violent  foundation,  traumatized
foundation,  the  grief  foundation  of the  American  culture  (participant
1).
Busyness
Busyness  is described  as an effect  of the  trauma  and  also  a means
to avoid  facing  it. Jones  speaks  of her  grandfather's  observations.
He watched  and learned  a lot, he learned  by watching  the  White
people,  but  they  were  not  comfortable...they  just  had  to keep
fluttering,  moving,  moving,  moving.  They  weren't  happy  with
silence.  They  were  very  uncomfortable  with  silence.  Today  I still
find  that  is the  case...lt  reminds  me of bees  buzzing  around
sometimes.
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Relationships/Connectivity  in Crisis
Several  participants  spoke  about  the  lack  of connection  and
troubled  relationships  they  see  in European  Americans.
People  don't  have  that  connection.  Look  at the  families.  Do you
see  extended  family  members  living  together,  sharing  a house?
Look  at, if you  look  at the  yellow  people,  do you  see  how  many
yellow  people  will  live  together?  Latinos  will  do  the  same.  Our
people  have  always  done  that.  It's that  sharing,  knowing  how  to
share  and  it's a very  dangerous  thing  when  you  get  into  only
lookingoutforyourself...lt'sadisconnection.  Theydon't
understand,  like  our  people  we  have  clans,  you  know  that's  part  of
our  extended  family,  so that's  like  your  brothers  and  sisters.  You
see  in our  worldview  we look  at everything.  We're  all connected.
We  are  all brothers  and  sisters.  We  are  all related.  And  it's  broken
down  even  further  in the  mores  of the  society.  I think  the  White
people  have  lost  that.  And  I feel  for  them...  I believe  that  your
people  lack  the  understanding  of what  true  humility  is. And  I've
seen  it over  and  over  again...,  how  can  you  connect  with  another
human  being,  truly  without  genuine  humility?  You  can  only  on a
superficial  level  (Lovelace).
This  is also  described  as individualism  by participant  1.
Then  we have  individuals  who  became  very  detached.  We've
become  a community  of individuals.  It's  a real  interesting  paradigm.
A community  of individuals  who  have  very  little  empathy  for  each
other....  on an individual  basis,  I think  it becomes  very  hard  for
people  to live  honestly  and  relationship  honestly  if they  aren't
sensitive  to how  others  may  view  people  and  what  people  may
represent,  not  only  as they  project  what  they  want  to represent,  but
what  they  actually  represent  as it relates  to other  peoples'
experiences.
He goes  on to describe  the  compulsivity  that  results  in a lack  of free  and
authentic  relationships.
Karen  Horney  wrote  in 1945  in a book  called  Our  Inner  Conflicts,
about  neurotic  hopelessness.  Neurotic  hopelessness  means  that
denial  is operative  and your  inner  conflicts  drive  you  into
compulsive  behavior.  Being  a driven  person  means  that  you're  not
internally  free  to make  choices.  If you  have  too  many  people  who
are  neurotic  and  compulsive  in their  behavior,  then  no amount  of
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claimed  freedom  really  is operative.  What  does  that  do in terms  of
relationships?  If I am trying  to relationship  with  another  person,
and  I am not  internally  free  to relationship  in a positive  way  that
recognizes  the  potential  in both  of us, then  ultimately  my
compulsivity,  whether  it be my  self-interest,  narcissism,  or whatever
it happens  to be called,  rules  the  day. When  I attempt  to
relationship  with  people,  I would  attempt  to relationship  in ways  that
my  compulsivity  demands,  such  as in hierarchical  relationships.
Black,  White,  male,  female  become  an expression  of that  hierarchy
with  the  notion  that  one  is better  than  the  other  (participant  1 ).
Shame  and  Guilt
The  shame  and  guilt  carried  by European  American  people  is a
commonly  recognized  effect  of trauma.  We  were  talking  about  the  book,
"Beloved.  And  the  movie.  And  why  so many  people  cannot  see  the
movie  or read  the  book  because  it's, on the  one  hand  it's  so guiltifying  for
white  people  (Nelson).
Participant  1 makes  note  of  the  shame  base  present  in the  culture.
I would  submit  to you  the  immigrants  from  Europe  represent  a
shame-based  culture.  And  that  is something  that  has  not  been
adequately  discussed  by the  great  leaders  of Europe  or  those  in the
United  States  that  have  inherited  a great  deal  of the  shame  in the
culture.  They  have  talked  about  guilt,  they've  talked  about
narcissism,  but  they  have  never  addressed  the  fact  that  America  is
a shame-based  culture.  A shame-based  culture  means  that  we
want  to hide  the  truth,  we'll  rewrite  history  so that  we  don't  look  bad.
I would  argue  that  a shame-based  culture  came  out  of Europe  that
European-Americans  are  still  part  of it.
3
Participant  1 believes  the  amount  of killings  by  White  males  in this
country  is symptomatic  of the  trauma.
I also  think  that  the  fact  that  you  have  young  White  males  killing
their  friends  in schools,  killing  their  parents,  and  a lot of parents
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killing  their  children  - you  have  the  McVeighs.  I find  it telling  they
did not  profile  white  males  when  McVeigh  and  his  groups  were
identified  as wanting  to destroy  and  kill people  here  in the  United
States.  And  so there  is denial  about  where  the  grief  is coming
from.  I think  America's  shame  is real  problematic.
Survival  and  Healinq
Survival
The  participants  speak  of the  survival  of European  Americans  as
tied  to denial  and  hate.  "If  it's not  written  and  it's not  on TV,  it doesn't
exist,  it's not  real. So I guess  the  White  man  has  survived  because  he's
created  his  own  world"  (Lovelace).  "People  have  survived  just  by ignoring
it. Just  forget  that,  it didn't  happen.  Or  if it did  happen,  I don't  have  any
responsibility  for  it" (Nelsen).
You  know  I think  still  others  have  survived  this  by becoming  haters.
Full  of hate.  We  have  to say,  that  that's  where  White  hate
movement  has  come  from.  People  unable  to manage  the  feelings,
the  effects,  all of the  psychosocial  economic  political  effects  of all of
these  things.  Some  of these  folks  have  come  out  from  under  all of
that  pretty  broken  (Nelsen).
Ways  in which  European  American  People  have  Healed
Several  of the  participants  spoke  about  some  White  people  as
having  undertaken  personal  healing,  but  that  this  has  not  happened  in a
collective  way.
We've  had  lots  of European-Americans  who  clearly  have  worked  on
their  issues  and  participated  in whatever  progress  has  been  made
in relationships  between  peoples.  I would  not  wish  to suggest  that
there  hasn't  been  a consistent  stream  of people  that  has  been
working  on personal  healing.  My  concern  is that  it's  episodic,  the
effects  of it doesn't  always  pass  clearly  from  one  generation  to the
next.  There  are  those  who  have  worked  so tenaciously  to erode  the
progress  that  might  be made,  and  right  now  in our  culture,  in the
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United  States  of America,  I see  the  erosion  process  as being  more
prominent  than  the  progress  that  would  come  collectively  out  of
European-Americans  (participant  1 ).
The  participants  spoke  about  ways  they  have  observed  European
American  people  healing,  including  opening  to those  different,  working
towards  justice,  academic  exploration,  churches  and  mental  health
services.
Openinq  to other  racial/ethnic  qroups.  An important  way  that  the
participants  speak  about  healing  as having  occurred  is through  embracing
other  cultures.
I think  that  the  way  that  many  people  have  healed  has  been  to
embrace  communities  of color,  particularly  the  African  American
community.  To  work  in them,  to live  in them,  to preach  in them,  to
teach  in them...  so the  many  people  have  survived  and  healed  from
these  events  by opening  their  arms.  Opening  their  hearts,  to other
people  and  other  people's  ways  and  lives  (Nelsen).
Participant  1 reiterates  this,  "Those  who  said  let us embrace  and  learn
from  the  American  Indian.  Let  us treat  African  American,  in those  days,
colored  people,  negroes."
And  I think  that  for  the  health  and  well  being  of  their  children,  many
of them  now  have  jumped  on to the  diversity  bandwagon  because
they  see  things  are  changing  in a way  that  white  people  will not  be
able  to keep  control  worldwide.  And  people  who  want  their  children
to do well  in jobs  and  so forth  and  so on, are  trying  to now  make
them  multicultural,  are  trying  to make  them  culturally  competent
(Nelsen).
Workinq  towards  justice.  Several  participants  noted  that  some
European  American  people  have  undertaken  healing  by  working  towards
social  justice.
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There  were,  for  instance,  and  have  always  been  so-called  White
people  who  challenged  the  narcissistic  profit  over  people
movement  here  in the  United  States,  people  who  stood  up and
argued  against  killing  off  all the  Buffalo...  Those  who  stood  against
destroying  the  environment....  [who  said]  let us get  rid of slavery
and  these  kinds  of things  (participant  1 ).
A number  of White  folks  have...  done  what  they  could  do to make
life better,  to work  against  slavery,  work  against  racism.  There  are  a
number  of White  people  who  have  survived  by  doing  right. Or
trying  to turn  around  things  that  other  White  people  were  doing
(Nelsen).
Academic  explorations.  Participant  1 suggests  that  some  healing
has  occurred  through  ideas  and  academic  studies.
I'm reminded  of a man  who  died  in the  last  year  or so,  Joseph
Campbell,  who  popularized  the  notion  of the  importance  of myth.
As I reflect  on his  work,  it is clear  to me  that  he spent  a lifetime
working  on trying  to get  a handle  on what  was  at work  in the
cultures  around  the  world,  but  particularly  the  European-American
culture.  I see  Karen  Horney  who  came  from  Germany,  her
argument  was  culture  influences  relationships  and  that  if your
culture  is unhealthy  then  your  relationships  will  be unhealthy  and
that  a lot of what  is unhealthy  in relationships  comes  out  of how  you
form  the  culture.  I think  her  work  is indicative  of the  fact  that  there
have  always  been  people  like  herself  who  not  only  were  thinking
about  healing  and  trying  to find  ways  to heal  multigenerational
legacies  of grief,  and  leave  a legacy  in written  form  for  those
similarly  seeking  to follow.
Churches.  Jones  mentioned  church  as a means  through  which
European  American  people  might  heal.
I suppose  building  their  churches  would  be a sanctuary  for  them,
kind  of purgatory  in the  midst  of everything....  They  find  a church  to
ground  them.  As  long  as  it's  once  a week,  it grounds  them  for  a
while  and  then  they  need  to go back  and  do it again.  So
periodically  that  would  be one  that  I see.
Mental  health  services.  Similar  to what  was  mentioned  by several
European  American  participants,  Jones  notes  the  healing  that  has
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occurred  through  counseling  and treatment.  "They  have  a lot of
counselors,  psychiatrists,  psychologists,  that's  another  way  I see  them
healing  and  helping  each  other.  Probably  treatment  centers.
Necessary  Additional  Healinq
Some  participants  questioned  the likelihood  of the necessary
healing  occurring  voluntarily.
Unfortunately  I have  no evidence  to support  that  this  healing  will
occur  unless  we are  forced  to heal. There  is nothing  in the history
of the United  States,  or European  history  that  suggests  that  we will
do the right  thing  because  it's the right  thing  to do as culture.
Maybe  the  expedient  thing  to do, but not  the right  thing  to do. And
sadly,  in my estimation,  I believe  that  unless  things  get bad enough
to force  people  to the  point  of wanting  to heal,  or the  pain  becomes
so obvious  no one can deny  it and  the results  are so clearly  'live  or
die as a culture...l  don't  believe  most  people  are interested  in the
healing...  I don't  like to say  it's not  possible,  but  the  evidence
suggests  to me that  unless  we're  forced  into it by some  crisis  that
we probably  create,  we probably  won't  do it collectively...but  who
knows  if there  was  a big enough  biopsychosocial  spiritual  crisis  to
occur  where  a solution  had  to be birthed  or be destroyed
(participant  1 ).
Nevertheless,  the participants  did have  much  to say  in the  way  of
suggestions  for  the  further  healing  of European  American  people.  These
included  acknowledging  the  truth,  reconnecting  spiritually,  reconnecting
with  history/ancestors/identity,  working  together  correctively,  taking
responsibility,  leadership  and  humility/giving.
Acknowledqe  the  truth.  All of the  participants  spoke  about  this  in a
variety  of ways,  about  the importance  of being  honest  about  and
recognizing  the  past.
Be honest  about  our  shame,  our  sacred  secrets,  our  baggage,  how
ancestors  have  acted  and behaved  in reference  to others,  so that
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power  and  privilege  could  be in the  hands  of all instead  of just
those  who  have  been  identified  as being  more  American  than
others.  European-American  culture  and  the  people...  when  they
are  prepared  to face  their  shame,  like in AA  -  when  they  can  say
here  is my  problem,  I am powerless  over  it, and  I give  it to a higher
power'  then  maybe  then  ....  Admitting  the  problem  is very  basic,  it
is the  very  starting  point  for  addressing  the  problems  we have  been
discussing  (participant  1 ).
One  way  of dealing  with  this  is that  we have  to call  things  what  they
are  when  we see  them.  We  just  can't  let people  and  things  just
kind  of roll on and  roll on and  just  say,  Oh,  that's  just,  that's  just
[her].  That's  just  how  she  is.  Not  that's  some  racist  shit  and  you
need  to deal  with  it. And  you  need  to punish  your  child,  you  need
to do whatever  will  work  effectively  to stop  them  from  using  hate
speech...l  really  do and  I want  to also  say  that  acknowledging  the
pain  of the  past  of all of our  pain,  without  saying  that  one  is more
important  than  the  other  (Nelsen).
Reconnect  spiritually.  It only  makes  sense  that  if part  of  the
trauma's  effects  are  spiritual  loss,  that  the  healing  would  come  through
reconnection  with  that  spirituality.  Many  participants  spoke  about  this.
You  have  to have  a relationship  with  your  ancestors  just  as you
have  to have  a relationship  with  the  Creator...ceremony.  It's  all
ceremony.  That's  what  I believe...  through  prayer.  It's  nothing
else.  It's not  in a pill and  it's  not  in money  and  it's not  in cars  or a
house  (Lovelace).
These  are  the  ones  that  bring  the  true  healing  in it's  purest  form.
The  ones  that  are  getting  in touch  with  their  spirituality.  These  are
the  ones  that  are  actually  doing  the  truest  healing.  Because,  of
course  I'm Ojibwe,  so this  statement  might  be a little  biased,  but
everyone  was  given  two  halves  of the  whole.  The  physical  and  the
spiritual.  And  I do understand  that  when  I talk  of spiritual,  and  the
students  that  I've  worked  with,  they  understand  it as religion
(Jones).
Reconnect  to history,  ancestors,  identity.  Most  participants  spoke
about  the  role  of reconnecting  to identity,  history  and  ancestors  as means
by which  European  Americans  can  heal.
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Where  do you  come  from-every  human  being  must  know  where
they  come  from.  What  are  your  roots?...lt's  like  the  gifts  that  he
gave  to the  people.  All the  four  races  of man  have  gifts.  I believe
the  healing  needs  to happen  through  a real  concerted  effort  of the
spiritual  people  of the  world,  helping,  of each  race  helping  their
people  and  understanding  what  their  responsibilities  are...  Go back
to you're  roots.  Where  do you  come  from?  What  was  the  way  your
people  lived?  How  did  they  survive?  You  start  with  yourself.  You
go to your  parents.  You  go to your  grandparents...(Lovelace).
Conversation,  cominq  toqether,  workinq  toqether,  corrective  work.
This  was  mentioned  as a means  for  additional  healing  as well  as
previously  in ways  European  Americans  can  heal.
I think  the  additional  healing  that  is necessary  is for  people  to be in
conversation  with  each  other....  where  people  can  actually  come  to
each  other's  homes,  we  do what  are  called  salons  here.  And
where  we literally  invite  as many  people  as somebody's  living  room
will  hold  and  we'll  talk  about  race  issues,  or we may  go over  to one
of the  college  big rooms  and  invite  people  to come  in and  talk  about
a book  that  we  read,  or  somebody  might  bring  a piece  of  tape  about
some  kind  of racist  event  on the  news,  and  then  we'll  talk  about  not
only  what  happened,  but  what  can  we  do. What  can  we  do to help
resolve  that.  And  we also  believe  that  people  should  act  globally  as
well.  So,  we  think  it's really  important  for  people,  talk  is cheap,  but
on the  other  hand,  talk  is not  cheap.  People  have  got  to start
talking  and  acting  together  to change  injustice  (Nelsen).
Takinq  responsibility.  Several  participants  emphasized  the  need  for
European  Americans  to be willing  to take  responsibility  for  their  healing  if
healing  is to take  place.
Healing  will  happen,  when  white  people  take  responsibility  for  their
own  healing.  And  stop  relying  on us to do the  work.  For  us to be
the  ones  to tell  everything.  For  us to be the  ones  who  risk
everything  to tell  them.  For  us to be the  ones  who  are  always  being
told,  oh no,  that  didn't  really  happen  did  that.  For  us to stop  being
the  ones  who  teach  and  teach  and  teach.  And  they're  even
unwilling  to pick  up a book  and  read.  See  that's  what  happens  in
so many  of my  classes.  You  know,  if I'm doing  a corporate  training,
it's a dog  and  pony  show.  It's a complete  and  utterly  contained.
Because  they  don't  want,  oh, no. Our  people  won't  read.  And  they
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say  that  like,  almost  with  some  kind  of pride.  And  I'm like,  you  mean
if I gave  you  some  articles  and  so forth  and  so on, for  them  to read
before  coming  to class,  they're  not  going  to read  it? Oh,  no. Hmm
mmm.  They  won't.  And  to me,  not  only  is that  a slap  in the  face
that  you  and  the  things  that  you  represent  are  not  worth  reading  a
three  page  article,  but  also  that  we as a society,  we  as businesses
support  that  (Nelsen).
Need  for  leadership.  Many  participants  see  a need  for  leadership
among  European  American  people  for  additional  healing  to take  place.
But  there  are  those  within  your  race  that  will  come.  There  are
those  that  have  been  chosen.  They  are  true  people  of the  light  who
want  to know,  who  want  to heal.  Who  are  going  to help  your
people.  It won't  happen  without  genuine  respect,  sincerity  and
love,  understanding  the  sacred  laws.  It can't  happen  with  only  one
person  ... I see  that  there  are  beautiful  people  within  your  culture
that  can  be leaders.  And  I see  that  it's a very  long  road  back
(Lovelace).
It will  be White  people  who  will  lead  White  people  back  to
spirituality.  It can't  be no other.  It will  be the  selected  few  that  have
done  the  extensive  work  on themselves  that  will  lead  a few  others
down  that  way  (Jones).
Humility,  givinq  to others.  Several  participants  saw  the  need  for
European  American  people  to take  the  focus  off  themselves  and
contribute  towards  others  for  their  healing.  "The  greatest  way  to heal  is to
do something  for  someone  else,  get  your  mind  off  yourself"  (Lovelace).
Knock  them  off  their  high  horse  of selfishness...  Try  to help  them
see  the  focus  on helping  others,  not  so much  on themselves.  To
concentrate  on what  is good  for  everybody,  what  would  be the  best
decisions  and  choices  for  everybody,  rather  than  themselves
(Jones).
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Summary  and  Common  Theme
As  can  be seen  in the  findings  section,  there  are  many  differences
among  the  groups  in their  histories  and  ways  of healing.  What  was
remarkable  is how  many  similarities  are  also  present.  As  the  findings
chapter  comes  to a close,  it is necessary  to mention  one  additional  theme
that  was  found  across  ethnic  groups.  Several  participants  mentioned  
that
an aspect  of healing  needs  to happen  from  within  each  group.  The
majority  of participants  also  recognized  that  part  of the  collective  healing
necessary  is intertwined,  just  as the  histories  have  become.  As Lovelace
explained,  "All  the  four  races  of man  have  gifts.  I believe  the  healing
needs  to happen  through  a real  concerted  effort  of the  spiritual  people
 of
the  world...  You  may  recall  Jones'  statement,
Let's  focus  on how  we  can  help  one  another.  Let's  focus  on how
we can  stroke  each  other's  back.  How  we can  survive  as a whole.
Because  without  me,  you  can't  survive  and  without  you,  I can't
survive.  And  without  the  yellow  people  we  can't  survive  and
without  the  black  people  we  can't  survive.  We  need  one  another,  if
we  were  to be truly  and  wholly  honest  with  ourselves,  we  need  one
another.
Ryan  spoke  of her  healing  being  connected  to American  Indian  people,
I think  there  was a bigger  spiritual  plan  that  was  going  on because
those  of us that  are  here  today  need  to be here  during  this  time
because  of the  shifts  that  are  happening  and  the  destinies  that  we
have  and  that  if we  want  to be a part  of God's  plan  for  the  world
and  if we  want  to live  out  our  destiny,  then  our  teachers  are  over
here  on turtle  Island.  They're  the  ones  who  can  help  us...  my
healing  came  from  the  Red  people  and  still  is coming  from  the  Red
people.
Several  other  participants  spoke  about  the  role  of European
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Americans  acknowledging  the  past  ways  in which  they  have  oppressed
other  people  groups  as a necessary  part  of the  healing  of those  people
groups.  Nelsen's  previously  quoted  statement  about  this  was,  I think
that  our  healing  will  never  be complete  until  slavery  is acknowledged,
forgiveness  is asked  and  given.  It's about  acknowledging  this  enormous
uprooting  and  killing  of people."  Wilke  also  spoke  of this  aspect.
On the  reservation  they're  trying  to communicate  they  can't  move
on because  their  isn't  a way  to move  on without  their  attackers
somehow  going  through  some  kind  of transformation  and
recognizing  what  the  evil  is that  they've  done.
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CHAPTER  V: DISCUSSION  OF FINDINGS  AND
 IMPLICATIONS
Overview
In this  study,  eight  diverse  people  were  interviewed
 about  issues  of
historical/cultural  trauma  and  healing.  Although  there
 was  some  individual
variance  and  variance  between  participants  who
 identify  with  different
racial  groups,  it was  remarkable  how  similar  the ideas
 were.  Also
remarkable  was  how  closely  the  findings  reflect  the
 literature.  This
chapter  summarizes  and examines  some  of the  
common  themes  in the
findings,  discusses  similarities  between  the  literature
 and  the  findings,
proposes  a model  for  white  healing,  and  discusses
 implications  for  social
work.
Common  Themes  in the  Findings
Traumatic  Events  and  Conditions
The  trauma  histories  of each  racial  group  are, of course,
 different.
They  are different  both  qualitatively  and  in scope.
 As one  participant
pointed  out,  they  must  all be acknowledged  for  what
 they  are, not
comparing  or minimizing  one  or the  other.
Some  of the  similar  areas  of trauma  across  groups
 included
uprooting  from  one's  original  environment,  loss  of
 culture,  religion,  identity
and  way  of life, violence  (war),  loss  of life, and prejudice.
Effects  of Trauma
Some  of the  common  effects  of the  trauma  overlap
 with  traumatic
conditions.  The  themes  mentioned  across  ethnic
 groups  include
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illness/somatic  efier,ts,  intergenerational  effects,  loss  of identity
 and
cultural  pride,  loss  of connection  to history,  grief  and  depression,
drug/alcohol  use,  shame,  and  negative  values.  Some  differences
 for
European  Americans  included  a stronger  emphasis  on guilt,  shame,
 loss
of spiritual  depth,  numbness,  dissociation  and  compartmentalization,
projection,  loss  of connectivity  and  authentic  relationships,  control,
narcissism  and  materialism.
Survival  and  Healinq
Again,  there  were  many  common  themes  that  participants  across
racial  groups  brought  out  when  asked  about  the  survival  and  
healing  of
their  people.  All  groups  recognized  the  need  for  healing  through
spirituality,  increased  connection  to history,  cultural  pride  and
 identity,  and
emotional  healing  through  letting  the  pain  in.  There  were  some
differences  in this  area.  The  African  American  and  American  Indian
participants  called  for  a recognition  and  acknowledgement  of  traumas
caused  by European  American  people,  both  for  their  own  healing
 and  for
the  healing  of European  American  people.  European  American
 people
were  challenged  to embrace  and  open  to those  of other  cultures
 and  work
for  justice  and  equality  as a part  of their  healing.  This  was  not
 identified
as part  of the  healing  process  for  the  American  Indian  and  African
American  groups.  It was  also  recommended  European  Americans
integrate  their  splits  and,  as Jung  would  call  it, their  shadow  
sides.
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Parallels:  Literature  and Findings
A notable  aspect  of this  study  is the  number  of parallels  between
the literature  and  the  findings.  The  following  charts  lay out  some  of these
parallels,  along  with  the pages  on which  they  may  be found  in the  text  of
this  document.  The  charts  are organized  according  to each  racial  group,
starting  with  the  areas  of trauma,  moving  to the  effects  and  finally,
presenting  the  similarities  in healing.
Theme
American  Indian  Experience
Literature  Findings
Trauma
Genocide "genocidal  military  actions,  policy  of
extermination"  p. 7
"literally,  they  tried  to kill
us all."  p. 39
Loss  of culture
& way  of life
"destroyed  the  Jifeworld'  of Native
people...removing  their  connection  to
indigenous  culture"  p. 7-8
"our  way  of life was  destroyed,
forced  into  a different  way  of
life."  p. 37
Boarding  school "removing  children  from  their  homes
and  placing  them  in boarding  schools."
p. 7
"...  the  residential  school
experience,  where  they  were
forcibly  taken  from  their
homes."  p. 38
Loss  of land "were  removed  from  their  traditional
homelands...forced  to live  within  the
confines  of reservations."  p. 7
"the  closer  the  Europeans
settled,  the  further  they
moved  back."  p. 38
Religious
persecution
"forbidden  to...practice  their  religion"
p. 8
"all  the  ceremonies  were
practiced  in secret."  p. 38
Suicide "elevated  suicide  rates"  p. 6 "they're  eventually  going  to kill
themselves."  p. 41
Somatic
symptoms
"somatic  symptoms  without  a 'medical
reason."  p. 6
"the  people  are  very  ill." p. 41
Guilt "...guilt..."  p. 6 "deep  embedded  shame  and
guilt  of being  who  we  are."
p. 41
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"prescribed  cultural  revitalization  as
way  of counteracting  the  devastation
of colonialism  and  its effects."  p. 8
"we  need  to make  that
reconnection  with  the
culture..."  p. 44
Ceremonyl
spirituality
"traditional  practices,  ritual  and  story"
p. 9
"healing  for  me  occurs  through
ceremony."  p. 42






"The  brutal  rigors  of the  Middle
Passage."  p. 10
"...people  were  lost  in the
Middle  Passage  p. 45
Slavery "...slavery..."  p. 10
"...the  depth  of the  trauma
experienced  by...the  children
of the  slave  of class.  p. 45
[illings "...the  costs  to Africa  and  Africans...
50-100  million  lives...mass  murder..."
p. 10
"more  than  a million  people




"...the  attendant  dehumanization"
p. 10
"devalued...as  human  beings,
being  made  into  chattel."  p. 45
Cultural  Loss "Cultural  destruction"  p. 10
"caused  the  language...to  go
underground...vanished,  also





"reconstruction  of Black  culture"  p. 11 "reclaiming  our  healing
ceremonies...learning
about  Black  history."  p. 49
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European  American  Experience
Theme Literature  Review Findings
Trauma
30 years  war
in Germany
"The  havoc  wrought  by  the  Thirty
Years  War  devastated  Germany."
p. '16
"there  were  30 years  of war
where  cities  were  basically
annihilated..."  p. 52
Plague "The  Black  Death...devastated  the
Western  world"  p. 13
"I never  lived  through  the
plague..."  p. 52
Inquisition "...the  burnings  of women  in Europe."
p. 13
"...the  inquisition..."  p. 52
English-ruled
Ireland
"occupied  Ireland...a  melancholy  tale
of humiliation  and  frustration..."  p. 14
"we  know  that  the  English
wanted  to rule  the  Irish."  p. 75
Emigration
ships
"the  conditions...could  be awful...
disease...mortality."  p. 16
"some  of them  died  on the
way  over...their  bodies  got
thrown  in the  sea..."  p. 75
Slavery  and
racism
"oppressors  too  are  profoundly
affected  by the  violence...they
impose  on others."  p. 22
"I think  the  trauma  of slavery
was  also  traumatic  to White
people..."  p. 76
Reperpetration "trauma  victims  are  overrepresented
perpetration  of the  numerous  studies
of perpetrators..."  p. 19
"...the  tendency  is towards
same  things  they  have
experienced."  p. 82
Guilt,  shame "concomitants  of racism  and  white's...
views...are  self-hate,  guilt  and
shame."  p. 24
"...cultural  guilt  and  shame..."
p. 55
Lost  identity "...absence  of a positive  white
identity."  p. 24
"lost  our  sense  of being
grounded  in our  cultural




"lack  of compassion...gradually  invade
their...dealings  with  loved  ones...
repressed  guilt  and  fear...dominate  the
social  relations  of the  oppressor."  p. 22
"...not  internally  free  to




"Collective  pride...is  an emotion  many
white  people  find  elusive..."  p. 1
"there  could  be great  pride...
we  haven't  felt  that  for  so
long."  p. 58
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"...importance  of cultural  and  familial
roots  in creating  stability."  p. 25
"honoring  the  ancestors...
celebrate  cultural  roots."  p. 72
Apology "...remorse  improves  the  national
spirit  and  health..."  p. 25
"a  national  day  of mourning
...where  we  ask  for
forgiveness..."  p. 72
A Model  for White  Healing
Based  on the literature  and on the participant  interviews,  the
recommended  components  of a model  for  White  healing  are
 presented
here.
Recoqnition  and Remembering  of the Trauma.
It is recommended  that  those  seeking  healing  spend  time
researching  the trauma  of their  own ancestors  as well as the
 trauma
inherent  in the experiences  of their  own lifetime.
Ancestor  Research
Those  familiar  with their  ancestors'  country  of origin  might
 do some
research  into the history  of that  country,  prior  to the time  of
 their  ancestors'
emigration.  They  should  ask for  any family  history  their  living
 relatives
have access  to or remembrance  of. Genealogical  research
 may  be a part
of this remembering.  If it is impossible  to locate  stories  of
 their  own
ancestors,  there  are books  available  chronicling  the experiences
 of others
of their  same  ethnic  background  that  could  be of use in getting
 a general
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idea  of their  ancestors'  experiences.  There  are regional  histories  which
discuss  the settlers'  conditions  and  experiences  in a given  area.
Lifetime  Trauma  Rememberinq
It would  also  do one  well  to examine  the race and ethnicity  and
culture-related  trauma  they  carry  from  their  own lifetime.  These
explorations  might  include  feelings  of shame  and guilt,  examining  the
ways  they  have  been  racist  or discriminatory,  interracial  traumatic
encounters,  and  damaging  effects  of American  culture  such  as speed  and
technology.  Part  of this  would  also  be acknowledging  the
It is important  to acknowledge  and  remember  the  trauma  one  has  caused
and  one's  ancestors  have  caused  to other  people  groups.  This  could  be
done  on a macro  level  through,  as some  participants  suggested,  through
national  and  governmental  recognition  by way  of public  apology,
reparations  and through  building  monuments  as memorial  symbols.
Mourning
An important  step  to take  after  one  has undertaken  the  challenge  of
remembering  the  trauma  is to grieve  it. Grieve  the  experiences  of the
ancestors,  the  pain  and  trauma  they  experienced,  grieve  the loss  of roots
and  culture,  the lost  sense  of identity  and  the lost  sense  of cultural  pride.
This  could  be done  in the  context  of therapy  and/or  supportive  groups.
The  grieving  should  include  the  pain  caused  to others  by the actions  of
one's  ancestors  and  one's  self  through  slavery  and oppression.  This
could  be done  on a macro  level  through  a national  day  of mourning.
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Reconnectinq
As was  mentioned  by the participants,  European  Americans  would
do well  to reconnect  in many  ways.  Some  of these  are reconnecting  with
their  shadow  side,  with  their  spiritual  side  and with  their  cultural  heritage.
People  may  do this  through  researching  their  cultural  traditions,  learning
their  original  language,  and  learning  about  and/or  practicing  their  peoples'
original  spiritual  ways.  Learning  about  the positive  history  of European
Americans,  as mentioned  by several  participants,  would  be important.
These  may  include  the  history  of abolitionists,  environmentalists  and
others  who  have  fought  against  inequality  and  oppression.  They  may
undertake  psychotherapy  in order  to reconnect  to their  authentic  and
emotional  selves.
Connectinq  to Those  of Different  Races  and  Cultures
An important  component  of the healing  is to open  to and  connect
with  those  of other  cultures  in authentic  relationship.  Going  outside  one's
cultural  comfort  zone  and  being  immersed  in other  cultures  not  only
fosters  these  connections,  but  reduces  racial  narcissism.  A participant
mentioned  interracial  discussion  groups,  which  could  be a part  of this
component.
Workinq  for  Justice
Making  an effort  to correct  inequities  and  work  for  equality,
tolerance  and  understanding  will certainly  help  many  European  Americans
heal. One  might  work  legislatively  to struggle  for  reparations  and
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institutional/governmental  equality.  Another  possibility  is to join  local
grassroots  efforts.
Summary
These  many  ways  and means  of White  cultural  healing  can be
undertaken  individually  and/or  collectively.  They  can happen  through
trainings,  psycho  educational  groups  and workshops.  It is important  for
those  who  want  to work  on their  own racial  healing  and  improve  their
intercultural  relationships  that  they  carefully  consider  engaging  in these
components.
Implications  for  Practice  in the Field  of Social  Work
This  study  has  important  connotations  for  the  field  of social  work
and  for  practitioners  for  several  reasons.  First  of all, White  cultural  healing
is gn area  in which  there  has  been  little  research.  It makes  sense  that
when  we know  who  we are  culturally  and have  done  our  own  healing  in
this  area,  we are more  secure  in our  interactions  with  people  of other
cultures.  For  this  reason,  social  workers  are urged  to undertake  their  own
healing  in these  areas,  particularly  if they  work  with  people  of color  as
colleagues  and  as clients.  It will improve  their  relationships  and  service.  It
is recommended  that  social  service  agencies  strongly  consider  providing
this  type  of training  for  their  staff  members  in order  to improve  the
wellness  of their  members  and  service  delivery  to their  clients.
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Suggestions  for Further  Research
Further  research  into the issues  of collective  healing  for  European
American  people  could  include  healing  program  development  and an
evaluation  of the program  and its effects  on the European  American
program  participants.  It would  be helpful  to evaluate  the healing  and
changes  that  occur  within  European  Americans  through  a program  which
incorporates  the healing  recommendations  of this  thesis.
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Appendix  A-1
Interview  Question  Guide
(American  Indian  and  African-American  Participants)
1, If you believe  American  Indian  (substitute  African-American)  people  have
faced  collective  or culturally  traumatic  events  or conditions,  please  speak
about  them.
-What  collective/cultural  traumatic  conditions  are they  presently
facing?
2. What  do you  believe  the  effects  of this  trauma  have  been  on the  individual
American  Indian  (substitute  African-American)  person?
-On  the people  as a whole?
3. What  are some  cultural  (collective)  healing  traditions  that  have  helped
American  Indian  (substitute  African-American)  people  survive  and heal
from  these  traumatic  events,  conditions  and effects?
-What  additional  healing  is necessary?
-How  do you believe  this  healing  can occur?
4. When  you think  about  the history  of the  European-American/\/Vhite  people
both  on this  continent  and  in Europe,  what  do you imagine  have  been
some  collective/cultural  traumatic  events  or conditions  they  have  faced?
-What  collective/culturally  traumatic  events  are they  facing  presently?
5. What  do you believe  the effects  of this  trauma  have  been  on the  individual
European-American/\/\/hite  person?
-On  the  people  as a whole?
6. How  do you imagine  European-American/\/Vhite  people  have  survived  and
healed  from  these  traumatic  events,  conditions  and  effects?
-What  additional  healing  do you  believe  is necessary?
-How  do you believe  this  healing  can  occur?
Appendix  A-2
Interview  Question  Guide
(European-American  Participants)
1, When  you think  about  the history  of the European-American/White
people  both on this continent  and in Europe,  what,  if any, do you imagine
have  been  some  collective/cultural  traumatic  events  or conditions  they
have  faced?
-What  collective/culturally  traumatic  events  are they  facing  presently?
7. What  do you believe  the effects  of this trauma  have  been  on the individual
European-American/\/Vhite  person?
-On  the people  as a whole?
8. How  do you imagine  European-American/\/Vhite  people  have  survived  and
healed  from these  traumatic  events,  conditions  and effects?
-What  additional  healing  do you believe  is necessary?
-How  do you believe  this healing  can occur?
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